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Young Wild West's Indian Scout
- OR-

ARIETTA AND TH£ PAWNEE MAIDEN
By AN OLD SCOUT
And so ii happened that Lone Buck, the young Pawnee,
was riding through the <list,rict known as the foothills when
he was suddenly set upon by a score of Comanches, who
A PAWNEE IS SAVED FROM BEING ROASTED.
,
thirsting for blood.
The -sun was just sinking behind the hills of northern were was
a race for life, and the Pawnee knew it.
It
~ew Mexico.
It was he who fired the first shot, for experience told him
It had been a sultry day, and the sparse vegetation had
the more damage he could do to h,is enemies the better
that
a
assumed
had
and
green
of
tint
its
lost
entirely
almost
chance he would have of eluding them.
brownish hue.
As Lone Buck fired the second time the death-cry came
The hills behind which the orb of day was slowly disapthe lips of one of the foremost Comanches, and, throwfrom
challenge
to
there
placed
sentinels
grim
like
peari.ng looked
his hands, the redskin fell from ·his horse.
up
ing
the
of
fastness
the
seek
,might
·who
anyone
of
th_e approach
Then the Pawness lay low to his horse's ;neck again while
wild and almost unexplored region.
the air all around him.
There was not a breath of air, and the leaves that clung a dozen bullets whizzed through
encouraged, he urged his
thus
and,
him,
touched
none
But
silent.
and
listless
hung
oaks
to the scraggy
pace.
faster
a
to
steed
tired
sharp
the
suddenly
when
grave,
All was as still as the
But he had been riding a long distance that day and the
report of a rifle rang out, fo llowed almost instantly by a
animal was almost played out.
series of yells tbat were unmistakably those of Indians.
On the other hand, the horses of his pursuers were comThen a foam-covered horse suddenly appeared from a
paratively fresh.
growth of timber with a rider being low to its neck.
When a Comanche warrior puts on warpaint he is about
The rider was an Indian, for his tufted head could have
been seen on the left of the steed's neck and his body, as fierce as an'y of his race.
Already the Pawnee brave had killed one of their number
stripp~d to the waist, fairly glistened in the rays of the
and wounded another.
departmg sun.
He would suffer untold agonies for that if they caught
Suddenly the form of the horseman became erect and the
him alive.
head and shoulders swung around.
Slo"·Jy but surely 'the band of painted braves gained on
Then a rifle flew to the Indian's shoulder and the next
It was just at that very moment that fully a ::.cc-re of the lone fugitive.
When they realized that it would only be a question of
instant another report sounded.
the Comanches
horsemen burst £rom the cover of the timber in hot pursuit a short time before they would overtake him,
ceased firing.
of the solitary redman.
Lone Buck knew what this signified only too well.
A single glance would have sho\\·n that they, too, were
· They meant that he would suffer death by torture at the
Indians.
hands of his enemies.
A band of redskins pursuing one of their own race!
But never once did the least look of fright cross that
That seems a little out of the ordinar\'.
visage, though the dark eyes shone with a gleam
stoical
say
we
when
it
about
strange
very
nothing
is
there
But
have meant almost anything.
could
that
race,
same
the
of
were
pursuers
and
pursued
that, though
On, on sped the tired horse, the rider doing his best to
they were of different tribes.
The Indian riding for his life was a young Pawnee brave make it go faster.
Just as the sun ,1·ent clown the end came!
and those after him were Comanches.
The end of the chase, we might add, for it was then that
At the time of which we write things were in anything
fell from pure
but a settled state in the northern part of the Territory of the steed ridden by the Pawnee stumbled and
exhaustion.
:-srew Mexico.
Lone Buck landed on his feet as his horse went down
A feeling of disconteflt had come over th,e Indians of
body, rifle in hand.
the big reseryation, and that had gradually worked them I aud quickly dropped behind the animal's
He possessed a weapon that was fully up to the times,
into an open revolt against the whites of that section.
his advancing foes as
Some said it was caused by the unfair manner in which and he began firing into the ranks of eject
the shells.
the Indian agents and men of the trading posts had used fast as he could pull the trigger and
Three of them fell and as many more were wounded when
them, and others declared that was the way of the redthey swooped down upon him and overpowered him by force
~kins-they could not be good long if they tried.
At that time the Comanches and Pawnees hated each of numbers.
Loud yells of triumph awoke the stillness as the gathering
other I ike poison.
gloom settled upon the parched section of the country.
They were l'caclr to tight, at, the least provocation.
CHAP'rER I.
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"Whoopee! Whoopee!" yelled a horseman, as he appeared
Then the merciless Comanches proceeded to bind their
captive, cruelly pricking him with their hunting-knives and on the scene. "Give 'em fits!"
Crack, crack, crack!
striking him with their hands as they did so.
He fired three shots with his revolver and then not a live
But through it all the Pawnee never made so much as a
Indian was to be seen, save the one who had been rescued
murmur.
at the opportune moment.
He had tried and lost.
The Comanches had mounted their horses and were riding
Indian-like, he resigned himself to his fate the instant
,
.
off like the wind.
.
his horse fell.
"Shall we go after 'em, Wild?" called out the second
They were but a dozen of the Comanches who were able
to take an active part in handling the prisoner, and these horseman to appear before the blazing fire.
"No, let them go. They haven't done anything real serious,
got right at work without any loss of time.
Nearby was the stump of a tree that had been stricken I guess. They were going to burn this redskin here, but I
by lightning at some former period, and in less than five got here in time to prevent it. . Let them go!"
As the young fellow said this l7e turned to the Pawnee
minutes after his capture Lone Buck was bound to this in a
brave and carefully sized him up.
standing position.
"You look like a little sort of an Indian. Pawnee, ain' t
Some of the Comanche braves attended to the wounded
·
you?"
and
wood
dry
gathering
to
themselves
and the others set
"Yes, me Lone Buck; me Pawnee," was the quick reply.
leaves.
"And the others-they were Comanches?"
Several armfuls of the latter were . piled about the feet of
"Yes, they catch Lone Buck and go to burn him at stake.
the helpless prisoner and then they began to pile the wood
'Lone Buck kill three, four Comanches before they catch
on.
When the pile of wood, was even ~vith his ?reast_ the him."
"Yes, so I see. Well, you are a free man. You can go."
fiends ceased their work and began dancmg about ma circle,
"Me no want to go; me want to stay with Young Wild
.
.
. .
yelling like so mai:iy demons.
They kept jumpmg up and down and twistmg their bodies •Nest."
The Indian dropped upon both knees when he said this
into all manner of shapes until they were pretty nearly exand looked at the boy pleadingly.
hausted.
"So you kno.w me, do you?" was the retort. "Well, I
Then they let out a fierce yell, increasing it until it was
that I ever saw you before."
at the highest possible pitch and then gradually let it die can't say
"Me see you six, seven months ago~ You kill a bad chief
out.
you for that; he was too bad
That meant that they were ready to proceed with the of the Pawnees. Me thank
for his people. Me hear your name and me remember."
torture.
JuS t then five more horses came up.
The wounded in the party were then given sharpened sticks
They were ridden by a boy of twenty, three handsome
and they began sticking them into the captive's bared skin.
They kept at it until the blood flowed from several wounds, girls and a picturesque-look ing Chinaman.
is all over!" cried the young fellow who had saved
but they could not force the tortured brave to utter a word the"Itredskin's
life. "A lot of Comanches were going toh burn"
of protest, or even the slightest groan.
He did not shut his eyes, but looked at them as indif- a Pawnee ut the stake, but I got here in time to stop t em.
"I am so glad, Wild!" answered a musical voice, and a
ferently as though there was nothing going on at all.
The wounded braves soon tired of this, an'd it was well golden-haired girl of seventeen or eighteen nodded approvthey did, for the others were eager to light the fire which ingly. am ~. Et. I couldn't ' see my worst enemy roasted _to
"So
was to put the Pawnee to such a cruel death.
This fellow seen;s to be a decent sort of a redskm,
h d matches in plenty for they kept supplied with · death.
Tl
he wants to stay with us."
and
.
.
'
.
iey a
let him then until he gets back to his own people."
"Well
I
~t
and
station.
tradmg
_nearest
the
from
the _useful articles
'
'
'
a signal from the young chief, who was undoubtedly theu
leader, half a dozen matches were struck.
In the darkness these lights looked ominous enough, since
the holders of the flaming little sticks kept them stationary
CHAPTER II.
until they were blazing freely.
Then there was a guttural command from the chief and
THE ATTACK IN THE NIGHT.
they were applied to the dry leaves at the base o:& the
Jd h · d
t
J
f 1l k
'
pile.
circular
Lone Buck cast a- grate u oo at t 1e pre ty go en- a1re
The brush and wood caught instantly, and the next mo- girl
when she spoke in his favor.
"Me be the senrant of palefaces; me do everything they
ment a thick column of flame and smok~ obscured the unsay!" he exclaimed. "Lone Buck a good Indian; he been
happy Pawnee from the view of his cruel tormentors.
to the paleface school."
It was all over but the final gasp, it seemed!
"All right. You can stay with us for a while, then," said
But no!
Suddenly there came the sound of a swiftly approaching his rescuer. "Where is your horse?"
A short search revealed the fact that the animal ha<I come
horse.
"Put out that fire, you red demons!" a ringing voice up after his rider was caught, and it was now nibbling at
shouted. "Put it out, or you will all go under as sure as the dry grass.
The Pawnee had no difficulty in catching his steed.
my name is Young Wild West!"
"Back to their camp we go, I reckon!" exclaimed the man
The Comanche braves began running about in every
direction, uttering shouts that were half defiance, half fright. v:ho had been the second to appear on the scene.
"Yes, come on!"
The next instant a magnificent sorrel stallion dashed up
Young Wild West leaped lightly on the back of the sorrel
and came to a halt within two yards of the fire.
Then the agile form of a boy leaped from the saddle and stallion and took a position beside the golden-haired girl.
Then th e party rode off to the east.
kicked the burning fagots right and left.
Young Wild West, the famous dead shot and Prince or
Crack! Crack!
The two shots rang out from the darkness beyond and two the Saddle, was on his way to Albuquerque to buy a drove
savage Comanches, who were in the act of leaping upon of horses.
He had left his horse .in Weste rn Dakota, about a week
the newcomer to fell him with the butts of their rifles, fell
before, and harl made p2.rt of the j0urney by rail and was
to rise no more.
Two or three quick slashes with his knife and the young proceeding the rest of the \\'ay on horseback at the opening
of our story.
horseman had liberated the Pawnee.
Grasping him by the arm, he pulled him away from the I With him we1·e his tried and true partners, Cheyenne
Charlie, the ex-government scout, and Jim Dart, a real
fire.
"So it is a redskin, eh?" he exclaimed. "Well, I never ; 'product of the Wild West, and Arietta Murdock, the golden'haired sweetheart of Wild; Anna, the young wife of Cheyallowed a human being to be burned alive yet."
The Indian shot a grateful look at his preserver, and then enne Charlie; Eloise Gardner, Jim Dart's sweetheart, and
grabbing a rifle that one of the fallen Comanches had owned, Wing Wah, the cook of the party.
They were all attired in handsome hunting costumes, exhe clubbed it and started in at his foes.
But the red fiends had become demoralized and were think- cept the Son of the Flowel'y Kingdom, who wore the rig
~ommonly seen on those who hailed from his country.
ing more of getting away than of fighting.
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out of the blaze. The
Young Wild West was probably the most dashing and he gave you when you pulled him full
upon his face, and
shining
were
flames
the
from
light
West.
Wild
the
in
lived
ever
who
fellow
handsome young
see the expression
could
I
off,
distance
good
a
were
we
though
shoulders
his
over
down
hair
chestnut
of
He wore a wealth
of the few
and his perfect and agile form was one that any well-trained of his face plainly. Depend upon it, he is one
Indians who can be trusted."
athlete would have been proud to boast of.
"Well, Et, we will let him go with us to Albuquerque if
Jim Dart was also a good-looking boy about his age, and
be of much use to us, and I don't
was as good a horseman and sureshot as the average West- he wants to. He won't
know as he will be a detriment."
erner.
When Young Wild 'Nest remarked that it was likely to
Chevenne Charlie was six feet tall, with not an ounce of
judge of the weather.
superfluous flesh, muscular and an all-around plainsman and rain soon he showed that he was a goodany
rain had fallen in
It had been several weeks since
mountaineer, true as steel and as honest of purpose as ever
that section and the grass and other vegetation was much
a ;man could be.
' He and Jim were called the partners of Young Wild West, in need of it.
The tents had barely been erected when drops of rain
and so they were in more sense than one,
down!
The sweethearts of the two hoys and the wife of the scout began to fall, and inside of five minutes it was coming
briskly.
pretty
the
of
parts
various
through
them
with
trips
made
often
1
"We'd better git under cover, bein's we've got somethin'
West, and they liked the life, since they were used to roughscout.
the
exclaimed
under!"
git
to
plains,
and
mountains
the
ing it on
This they did right away.
Arietta Murdock was one of the bravest girls to be found
Lone Buck, however, refused to share the tent with the
anywhere. She could shoot and ride as well as the average
members of the party.
male
her.
left
never
wits
her
danger
man, and in times of
"Me stay out here," he said. "Me lay down with head!
She was just the sort of a girl for handsome, dashing,
near Young ·wild \Vest's feet; me no care for rain."
courngeous Wild ,:vest!
He wrapped the ragged blanket he had taken from the back/
The party had been in camp about a mile from the spot
down.
where the Comanches were going to burn the Pawnee at of his horse around his shoulders and then lay
Wild's feet were right against th.e canvas of the tent, 11
the stake. and when the savage yells reached · their ears
his head right
Young Wild West had promptly mounted his horse, Spitfire, and he noticed that the Pawnee did not put
against them.
and started to see what it meant.
It was too early to go to sleep yet, so the flaps of the
The rest followed him, as a matter of course, for they
tents, which faced each other, were left open and the party
.
.
were just as anxious as he W'.lii.
. They soon p.;ot back to their campmg-grou nd, which was ! conversed for a couple of hours.
Bl.1'8k was sleepi11g soundly. j
m _a little_ !"iollow,_ where .. by good fortune,_ th~y had found · During all this tirne Lone
They could tell this by his rep.;ular breathing.
a little boilmg s~:nng oozmg through a crevice m the rock.
"Tired out, I suppose," remarked Jim Dart. "Well letl
The smou_ldenng _embers of a fire were there, as were
'
him sleep."
.
many of the:r traveling effects:
The rain did not fall so very hard, but it kept coming
young . Wild West shook lus head when he notic~d the
things lymg- about and the packhorse that was grazmg on down steadily for about four hours.
Then it ceased, though the sky continued to remain overthe dry stubble close by.
and it was so dark that one could not see an object,
cast,
he
camp,"
the
leaving
hands
all
in
wise
"It wasn't very
than twenty feet ahead of him.
more
finc1
shan't
I
right
all
out
turned
has
it
as
observed, "but
first two hours of
any fault: ?Suppose another party of redskins had happened i Jim Dart i·emained on guard for the
Charlie took his place.
alo1;~ heie · . Then I guess we would havE: gone short on 'the night, and then Cheyenne
It was just as the scout finished his turn and was in the
coo,,mg ut_ensils and blankets and tents. Wmg Wah, by the
Indian suddenly moved his
wa:,r, yo~i Just get_ to work and_ set up the ~ents: and move act of arousing- V(ild when the toward
the flap of the tent, 1
a h_ttle hv~ly. for if I am_ n°\,mistaken we are gomg to have head around, so his mouth was
·
whisper:
sharp
a
in
10
and exclaimed
.
a little r8:m before ~ rnmg.
,,
"I11d'
1
1
"Aile np.;htee!" cned the Chmaman, and then he got a
.
ian_~ come. T!"ie Comanches.
hustle on him that was almost surprising.
•
9ur he,o heard this,. as _well. as Cha_rhe:
But Wing Wah knew how to work when it was necessary,
..
t~nklmg
a
i~,
nfles
their
of
hold
had
[hey
our
fellow
the
just
was
he
it,
do
to
afraid
not
was
he
and as
"Where are they, Lone Buck. Wild asked m a low to!1e·
friends wanted for an all-around man.
They come close,, around the camp; I heard them givel
.
reservation,"
ther
on
trouble
some
be
must
there
"I reckon
.
. .
,
?
~o e~ch o~her.
siir,ns
took
and
pipe
his
lighted
he
observed Cheyenne Charlie, as
Just wake _Jim up;/
a seat near the smouldering fire. "Them Comanches had th Ah. , 1Signaling, e~ · °VI ell, _Charlie,
ere wi,1 be something happening before many mmutes, I
their warpaint on, an' that shows that they mean business."
'
\
suppose.
"Comanches
"Plentv of trouble." spoke up Lone Buck.
The scout ooeyed. . .
no good: Some Pawnees no good; they want to fight the
Just_ th en th ey hemd \he hoot of a_n owl pretty ~lose by. ,
white man all time. They" get firewater from bad white men,
It ~ as not ~n ow_l, bd to an ordinary person 1t would(
then thev want to scalp somebody. Lone Buck no like bad have
sounded Just like one.
Indians."
"That was one of them," said Wild .. "Ah! there is another
"You seem to be talking as though you mean what you
upon us from the
say, Lone Buck," sai<l Young Wild West, looking the red- o!le over that way. They are drawmg
horses, Jim. I guess I'll(·
ski11 over :for the second time since they had met. "I begin I nght and le£~. Look out for the
for business."
to belicYe that you are a pretty decent sort of a Pawnee. :u:~use the girls. and let them get ready
Lone Buck will go and see where Comanches are," spoke
You certainly are much cleaner than the average I have
up the Pawnee. He soon find one."
seen."
.
"All right."
"Mc rlo :same as palefaces; me wash with plenty water."
Off into the darkness went the Indian, creeping with thej'
"Well, that's good. So you have made up your mind that
you w:rnt to go with un, eh? Suppose we are traveling to stealth of a cat.
Wild woke Arietta, Anna and Eloise and acquainted them '
some place that you do ,~ot want to go, what then?"
I
the danger they were in.
with
The Pawnee shook his head.
somewhat!
"Lone Buck don't care," he answered. "Young Wild West . E_loisE' was the only qne of the three who was
.
. .
.
save his life, and he want to hclo Young Wild West. Let timid.
But s1:e coulcl shoot a rifle or revolver m times of danger. I
Lone Buck help man with tent."
The gJrls got ready and crouched low in waiting for the
"Go alwad ! J suppose you may as well make yourself
word to fire.
useful."
Our hero had no idea how many there were of the reel"It seenrn fu1111~· to f'ee an Injun what wants to work,"
were the ones they had
remarked Cheyenne Charlie, with a grin. "J wonder if ther ic;kins, but he had an idea that they
routed when he had rescued the Pawnee brave from a hormeasly coyote ain't puttin' it on?"
"1 hardly think so," spoke up his wife. "You can generally rible death.
The signals were heard on the right and left now, and
.
tell whether a person means well or not."
tlie horses.
"That is what I think," said Arietta. "Wild, I firmly all the while getting nearer to the two tents and
Five minutes passed.
believe that the fellow would lay down his life for you. I
Indians are ve1:y patient, and iD makini: an attack of
never saw such a grateful look from anybody as that which

I
I

1·

I

I
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that sort they sometimes spend an hour in getting into the
position they want.
Everyone in the camp was now thoroughly awake and
ready to fight, save Wing Wah, the Chinaman.
He was not of much use. anyway, unless it came to a
hand-to-hand struggle .
Then he gf'nf'rally gave a vrry goon account of him,:f'l f.
Another fiye minuteR slippe<l by.
Wilrl was just beginning to wonrlrr ll'here Lone Bu<1k
\YaR.
Bui he did not have long to wonder, for the ne>-.--t minute
he observed a form crawling toward them through the darkness.
He was not exactly sure that it was the Pawnee, so he
started forFard to meet him, knife in hand.
"It is Lone Buck, the Pawnee!" said a voice that was so
faint that he could just hear it, though he was within six
feet of him at the time.
"All right," he answered in the same way. "Come on!"
The Irniian followed him to the shadow · of the nearest
tent.
"Well, Lone Buck?" said our hero, questioning·ly.
"The Comanches who try to bum me last night come,"
was the reply. "Lone Buck kill one with l1is hunting-knife;
then he come back."
"So you fixE)d one of ther measly coyotes, rli<l you?" said
Cheyi>nne Charlie, giving a g-runt of satisfaction.
"Yes, Lone Buck fix one."
"How many are there of them?" queried vVild.
"Ten, eleven, twelve-not more."
"They are pretty close now, I guess?"
"Yes. Young Wild West can slitoot straight, I know."
·
"Pretty straight, Lone Buck."
The Pawnee raised his arm, and, pointing to a small redal'
that could he seen nodding- and bending in the rather stiff
breeze that was blowing, in spite of the extreme darkness.
exclaimed:
"Shoot at the cedar, ttvo feet fl'Om ground."
Wild thought he might as well open the ball then as any
other time, so he 1·aised his rifle to his shoulder, and, taking'
.
a quick aim, pressed the trigger.
As. the report rang out a death-yell sounded, and th. e next
instant the warwoops of the Comanche rent the air with
piercing distinctness.
The attacking redskins made a rush through the darkness,
' firing R they came.
Crack, crack, crack! Crack! Crac-c-c-ck!
Wild, Chll;ijie and Jim_ poured the hot !earl right into them,
and, becomm!! <lemorahzed at the unexpecte<l resistance
;sl:ow1: by our friends._ the__ Comanches turne~I and_ fled. ;;ugh!"
Young·
,ex~la1med Lone Buel~, ,11t_h a noel of satisf~ct101:.
Wild West can sh?ot straight, anrl RO can lns fnends. The
bad. _Com~nchc>s will_ come back ~o more. They will _mount
~hen pome~, and \\'111 not stop till the sun shO\\'S his fare
lil tl1P east.
CH A PTF.R III.

It was about an hour after midnight when tlie approach
of the Indians was discovered by the Pawnee, so there wPre
some hours left for the friends tl> 'sleep before morning
dawned.
Wild and Charlie took a little scout around the vicinitv
1and came back \\'ith the report that there were no sign;:; 0·r
'the Comanches to be found.
They had taken their departure, leaving their dead on
the field of battle.
A strict watch \Vas kept the balance of the night, Lone
Buck insisting· to keep U\\·ake and make company for the
·guard.
It cleared shortly before <laylight and the sun arose like
la great ball of fire, 'signalizing that another hot day was
'ahead.
The Pawnee appeared to be in a very happy frame of
mind when he bustled about and helped the Chinaman to
1get the breakfast ready.
Charlie could not help expressing his ,voncler at the amlbition the redskin possessed.
"He's a great Injun, that's what he is!" he declared.
·Wild, since he done such good work last night, I reckon
you better call him your Injun scout."
"Yes!" spoke up Arietta. "We will call him Young Wild
West's l:ndfan scout, Come here, Lone Buck."

SCOUT.

The Pawnee hastene<l to obey and stoo<l ,.,ith bo\1·ed he
before the charming girl with · the golden hair.
"We have decic1ed to name you Young Wild West's Indi
Scout, Lone Buck," she said in her soft, musical voice. "Y
know what the word means, I suppoRe ?"
"Yes, golden-hair, Lon<' Ruck kno\\'s; hf' \\'Pnt to the ,-rho
of' the palefaces."
"Well, while you arr \\'ith u s, then. ii \\'ill br your rlut
to be on thr lookout for an:,• dang-rr that ma:-7 thr<'airn us.
'·Lone Huck will never allow Young Wild West and hi
friends to be surprised b:-7 their enemies, Golden-hair. l ii
eyes are like the hawk's and hi ;:; ears are always open."
"Well, I call this pretty good," spoke up our hero, witl
a laugh, as the Pawnee went back to kindle the fire. "Her
you have gone and picked out a name for the Indian withou
consulting· me at all. Et, you and Charlie are great ones. l
must say."
"Well, I reckon it has got to go now, anyhow," chuckled
the scout. "\,Ve'lt call the Pawnee by hi s right nanH', but
he's !!Oin' to be Young Wild Vi' 0st's Injun scout, je!'\t ther
same."
"All right, then. I may as well Ruy 1 am satis/ie<l, which
I am, anyhow. We will let it go at that. Lone Buck may
be of' the greatest of service to u,; :,·0t. Who can tell?"
"We've got a good hundrerl and twent~· miles before u3
yet," said Jim Dart, as th0y sat down to breakfast, "so wr
may as well get started as soon as possiblP."
"We ought to strike a minin' camp by to-night, accorclin'
to my reckonin'," replied Charlie. "l'vi> been over this ground
afore, an' from what I've heard there's a liv0l~· little place
called Ridley's Run about forty-fivi> miles from hne."
"That's right," no<ldect Wild. "There's :1 \\'agon road from
there all the way to Albuquer(Ju e. "
" Yes, an' it is called Hard Lurk Trail h\· som<' what have
travelect it," saifl the scout. "There',; road agenis an' bandits
there a-plenty, an' now that ther Comanches are on the w:..rpath, I reckon we're goin' to have an intt>restin' time of it
a/'ore we strike our destination."
"And we thought when we Rtarted out that we were going
to have such a pleaRant trip," spoke F.loise Gardner.
"Never minc1 worrying about it, 8is," answered her young
lo ver. "Wild generally knows what he iR doing, and I guess
we will R'et through all right."
Lone Buck understood what they were talking about, a11<l
he g-ave a no<l.
"Young· Wilrl \Vest great brave." hP said; "he takC' u,;
through all rig·ht. Lone Buck \\'ill help him."
..i.R soon a,; lhe mral was over th e packhorse was loa<led
and they got 1·eady to start out.
Th~~-. hac1 been looking for a trail all the rla:-7 b~fore. but
had failed to Ii nd one, RO they ha<l been procf'erlrng along
in accordanre with their judgment.
But Young- Wild West and his parlners had l:leen through
th at part of the countrr before and they knC'\\' the~· were
not f'ar out of their wuv.
'l'he Pawnee was now· provider! with weapons, as he had
taken good c:ire to select \\'hat he wanted f'rom tho;:;e that
had belonged to the Comanches tliat iwd fallen in the brief
ftght.
\\'ing Wah seemed to be more silent than usual when thC'y
,,tarte<l ofr, unrl after a \Yhile Young Wild \Vest took notire
of it.
"What's the matter, Wing?" he aske<l. "You ain't sick.
.are you?"
"~o, Chinarnan no sic~ee," was the reply.
"What's the matter ,nth you, then? Come! Sing us a
nice li~tle song an~ make u s all feel jolly."
"Chmaman no smgee: Young WJ!d West's scoutee singee,"
~nd _the Celestia_! looked at the Pa\\'1_1ee \\'ith jealous gleam
rn h!,$ almond eyes.
Wild burst into a laugh and all hands but the Chinaman
and Indian joined in.
They knew what was the matter 110\,· .
Wing \Vah ,vas jealous of Young Wild West's Indian Scout!
"Why, Wing!" cried Arietta. when her laughter had subsided, "you are not mad because WC' have taken in a new
man, are you? You don't compare rourself with an Indian.
do you? You are not a scout, and I doubt if you could be
one if you wanted to. You are Wing Wah, the cook and man
of all work, and Lone Buck is our scout."
"Lone Buck allc samee blig foolee," snapped Wing.
"See here, you yeller-faced heathen!" exclaimed Cheyenne
Charlie, making out that he was real mad, " I want you to
understand that if it hadn't been for ther Injun you'd have
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·'You won't, h ey?" and the man placed his hand on a
been shot an' scalped last night. He was ther one that told
us that ther Comanches were sneakin' up to our camp. Yot1 revolver that was protruding from his belt.
"Take your hand off that shoote r, or you'll be a dead
was asleep, an' if it hadn't been for the1· Injun we'd lmve all
man inside of a second!"
been scalped."
The command came out with a ring that shot through,
The Chinaman looked puzzled for a minute. and thf'n he
the ears of the villain:; with such a sudden forcf' that they
brii?hte ned up and said :
" ·e1·e almo:;t el ectrified.
" Whatee do otl i r t imes when no scoutf'e here ?"
" llolrl up your hands,' the wholt> hunch of you!'"
'·Thal'R all ri f!'llt. \'.' i ng '. " crit>d Wild, and then all hand s
ff' <'V"l' llw men had been a s toni sht>d in 1.heir wholr lives
had a good laugh.
E YP n Che ,·cnne l'l,:1l'li e wa s forced to admit tha t it. was befo1·P, th P~' were now.
Everv one in Wild's party had whipped out a revolver, even
one on :iim. ·
to Eloise :rnd the Chinaman, and they held them pointed at'
Rnt h e was not sati sfied. for all that.
"I t ell you what to do," he said, "you an' Lone Buck shake t h e would-be robbers.
}Tr went the . ha1;-ds o-f the six wi~l10ut_ any lfSS of. time.
J1:1nd ~ a nd call it ~qua1·e. Then you sing one of your heathen
said Wild, calmly.
Now. then! Right about face!
;:ong-s an' it will be all ri g-ht."
.
.
.
.
T he Chinaman tl'i ed to t hink for a moment, and must have . :'iJarch!"
I . T~ongh they got a little mixed up rn gettmg around, the
don e Ro, :for h e nodded and answered:
v1Jlams obeyed.
"Allee l'ightee."
1
Wh e n he rode a longside the Paw:nee and put out his hand : . :Th~y walke:d along the tr~il for about ten yards, our
! -fr1enas follo wing them on their horses.
·
th e red skin look,,d puzzled.
" [ t is all r ight, Lone Buck," s poke up Wild. "Shake hands ! h 'The_n . \,\'ild saw that the men had a camp right alongside
: 1 -~"t1a1/;,
wi t h th e b <>st cook that ever came from China."
nd
TlH' t wo m en sho ok hand s and Wing's face broke into a 1 ,f;alt._ ~~d comma ed.
;, e six I ,~o.
happy smile.
. kl
d
TAJ boutt faced.
The best cook t hat ever cam e from China was what brought
_ 1ey urne ~roun qmc y enough , still keeping their
h im around.
•
_•
•
,,
"EYelvs ling allee righi ee." he l'emarked. "He Young Wild ha,i~s above th~ir heads.
1
· ou "are a fine lot, I must say· said 0 ~ 1 hero, with a 1
W est's indian Scoutee, and I am the b est cookee flom China."
of,
sort
~all yourselves robbers. too. What
Tl1 e h e br 0 ke into one of his favorite songs and the laugh. :.\.nd youthmk
we were, anyhow?"
people chd you
h
_
_ n
"We thought you was ordinary people" replied the leade1·
.
.
P::n., nee looked more puzzled t ~n ever.
He could ·not have told what 1t all meant 1f he ,vas gomg of th e gang tl');ino· hard to Joofr pleasa~t
h? w 11 th t' lJ , • · r "
"0 . r . '
lo be bu i·ned at the stake for it.
" N~~ mt~~Yaf:~r,,e-, e\ciaim~d° the s vtllahl~ ~'lf. you was you
. Th" incident ,~as a very pleas!n_g diversidon t1·ot th~
r)rna_ry run of thmgs, a nd th e morning passe a 1 tle qmc ei woul<ln't have got ther drop on us like that: I thought
you were a lot of young people out fur huntin' an' sport, an'
.
.,
.
t or it.
At noon th e part~· came to a halt in a place tnat smted I ject told yer that we was goin' to take toll from yer fur
·
then· pm·p_ose pretty well and the noonday m eal was served fu·n. I thought I'd sorter scare yer, you know."
"So that's how it is ?"
.
h~' the Chtnaman.
"Yes, we ain't robbers no more than you are."
After a short r es t th ey set _out agarn, and an hour later
"You say it very easy."
t he~· suddenly came upon a trail.
"I'm teflin' thei· truth ain't I boys?"
"Here we are!" exclaim ed Cheye·n nf' Charlie. "Now, it
"Yei; !" came t he retort from his co~panions.
won't be very long afore w <' strike Ridley':; Run, see if it
"Well, you can put down your hands now, but be careful
.
will!"
Tl~e words were scarcely . out of. his mouth wh en a rough- that you don't touch your revolvers."
The m en J.owered their hands and appeared to be very,
lookin~ man s t epped out m front of them and looked at
much relieved.
them m s olently.
'·How far is Ridley's Run from here?" Wild asked.
'·Which way are you
"H ello, stran ge r $!" he cv.ll"d out .
"Not quite five miles " was the quick reply.
travelin' ?"
"Good! Now, my fri~nd, y ou seem to be the boss o-f the 1
Young Wild \N est did not like th e looks of the fellow at
gang you are with, j1ist tell me your name, please."
.
.
1
all. and he prompt] Y retorted:
"['m Gus Gilligan an' l own a claim in Ridley's Run"
" You ought to he a bl e to see that without askmg u s."
the-re?"
known
well
"Oh! is that so'! Then you are pretty
'· Huh!" excl ::i irn ed t be m an. "What do you think of that,
"Yes they all know me."
fe lle r s ? J er;t tak e a look at this J1ere crowd an' see what
Just' the1{ a smothered cry came from the camp of the
.
yon t hi1;1½ of 'em !"
Our fn end s cam_" to a halt and _Ju st then five more mPn rasca ls, an<l, looking that way, our friends saw a bound form
'
ste pped fr om beh 111d a c lu ste1· of bu s hes and confronte<l l~·ing- on the ground st ruggling to get free.
th em.
A 11 we r e bad -loo king fe llows a n<l were a rmed to the tePth.
It did not tak e Ynunr: Wild West more than a second to
pass hi s opinion on them.
CHAPTER IV.
The y were vilbin,,, and he wa s certain of it.
"Likel y-lookin' lot- a sort of mix ed lot, I should say, ain't
THE PAW1"EE ::\IA.IDEN.
th ey?" re marked the fell ow, grinning a s t hough h e was
h a,·ing a g r eat joke.
Th e fo rm has evidently rolled out of the bushes that fringed
" l r<'cko n th ey a r e a mi xed lot ," spoke up one of th e th e open spo t , and th e moment he saw it Young Wild West
othei·s. " Th rrn's putty g·a ls, bo ys , a nrnn, a Chinaman an' said :
"Keep these mPn covered. They have got an Indian girl
:; n Jnjun. If t hat ain't a mi xed lot there never " ·a s one!"
"H a . ha, h a!'' la ughed th e first speaker , and then they a prisoner!"
The words were scarcely out of hi s mouth when his Indian
a ll joined in.
All t hi s tim e our her o a nd hi s companions \\' er e k eeping Scout darted for the spot.
Th e~' both r eached th e side of th e helpless captive at the
1,r:f ectl y sil ent.
nut Wild and hi s partner s wer e wa tching the m en closely. same time.
"It is laughing Fa,vn, the Pawnee maiden!" Lone Buck
'i"hey ex nectrd it ·,,r. 3 goi ng to be a holdup, and the ~- w er e
cried. "She is my sister, Young Wild West!"
r0a,l;: fo ,· them.
"What!" cried our h ero. "How did she come here?"
Thi s '-1'a 3 conect, for after the six villains hfld passed somP
whisner ed 11·ords b et,veen th e: n, th e fe llow who had showed . ")fe not know."
Both set to liberating the Indian girl, who did not seem
up b·e[ore t hem fir st, t urnt>d to th em a nd cried out:
"I reck on you p eople w ill haYe to pay tnll to gi t any further to be s o badly frightened.
"I am glad my brother came," she said. "And I am glad
along this road ."
"Is that so?" q;,;esti oued our hero. "What is the price?" the handsome paleface boy is with him. The bad . palefaces
"All the money what you've got an' a few ki sses from caught me this morning and they were going to kill me if
I did not show them where the golden valley is. I am going
ther gals you've got there."
"Ah! 1t seems to me that you are asking altogether to die, for I would not show them. Laughing Fawn is not
~fraid to die!"
too muen . l gu<>ss W f' won 't JJay any toll to-do.y."
0
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She was certainly very beautiful, for an Indian maiden. brother, who had left the reservation while she was away to
Her glossy black hair was twisted into braids and hung a white settlement.
below her waist, and her features were shapely and lacked
While looking for him she had run across the bad white
the usual coarseness of her race.
men, and. they had made her a prisoner and kept her two
The reddish color of h.er skin did not look out of place nays with them.
with the dark, shining eyes, and as he looked at her, Young
They wei·e hunting for a little valley that was not very far
Wild West thought she came about as near to being beautiful from the mining camp of Ridley's Run, so she said, and tl~ey
as any Indian maiden he had ever seen.
had asked her if she knew whether there was any gold buned
·But that was as far as it went.
there, and she had answered that there was.
Wild had no thought for any other girl but his own
Then the men had commanded her to tell them where the
/Pretty sweetheart, and, leaving Lone Buck talking to her in little valley was and the exact spot where the gold was
their own language, he walked back to where his companions bm·ied.
were keeping guard over the bad gang.
"And you would not tell them ? " Arietta said.
I "You are a very innocent lot," he said, turning to them.
"No! A Pawnee chief buried the gold there many, many
,"You wouldn't do a thing wTong, I know. What were you moons ago, and as it is not for the palefaces, I would 0ie
before I would tell wher~ it is. I saw him when he buned
!going to do with Pawnee maiden?"
it, but the chief knew it not. It would be wrong for 1c.e to
There was no rep]y_ to this question.
tell anybody but his son or daughters where the go!~ is. It
"Come, speak out! What were you going to do with her, is not much-not enough to make a paleface very rich-but
Gus Gilligan?"
it is enough for a Pawnee, who is at peace with his paleface
"We was goin' to try an' make her show us where there's brothers."
'
some gold buried," was the meek reply.
"Well, we don't want to know where the gold is," Arietta
"And if she did not show you, you were going to kill her?" assured her. "Keep the secret till you get ready to divulge
"Oh, no! We was only tryin' to make her believe we it to the proper persons."
would kill her if she didn't show us. We wouldn't kill· no"How bad white man know about gold?" queried Young
body, not unless they tried to kill us first."
Wild West's Indian scout, looking at his sister.
Wild felt like teaching them a lesson in shooting, but he
"They heard me talking about it to my face in the brook,
curbed his tempei;.
nnd then they caught me," was the reply.
"Get to your camp there!" he cried. "Sit down and behave
The girls looked at each other and smiled.
yourselves, too! If I run across you fellows again and find
That was one way of letting out a secret.
you up to any villainy I am going to let hot lead fly. When
"The bad white men did not know about the gold that is
I shoot I never miss, either!"
buried till Laughing- Fawn tell it to her face in the brook,"
"All right," answered the leader of the cowardly gang. Lone Buck said. "She should not have talked to herself."
"We ain't goin' to do nothin' wrong, so you won't have to
,"Well, never mind," spoke up Wild. "She did not tell them
shoot at us. You are a wonderful fel~er, you. ~re! I never · where it was. Now let them hunt for it."
seen ther match of yer. Would you mmd tellm us who you
The Indian brave remained silent after that.
ar~?"
.
. .
He had been in the humor to chide his sister, but our hero's
I am Young Wild West, Gus Gilligan. If you have never words made him change his mind.
heard of me before you now know me."
It was not long before the party came in sight of a small
The villain gave a start.
collection of shanties and tents.
"I reckon I have heard of Young Wild West," he said.
"This must be Ridley's Run," spoke up Jim Dart.
"So you're him, hey? Well, no wonder you made us hustle
"I reckon it is," said Cheyenne Charlie. "It ain't a very
so! If I'd known it was you, you kin bet yer life I wouldn't big place, is it?"
have said nethin' to you. But it's all right as it is, I s'pose.
"About a hundred in population, I should say," remarked
We won't interfere with you, an' you wtm't interfere with Anna.
us. Good-day!"
'
"And no more than that, either," declared our hero.
Wild made no reply just then.
As they rode into the camp, they saw that it possessed a
Lone Buck and the Pawnee maiden stood waiting hear general supply store, a blacksmith shop and a tavern.
him, as the half a dozen villains walked over to the camp
This made it look as though some business was done there.
the former remarked:
Scattered about, for a radius of half a mile, men could be
"Bad white man have got Laughing Fawn's pony."
seen working.
_
"That's right!" called out Gus Gilligan. "But if you'd
There were not more than half a dozen to be seen who
•only waited a minute yol.l'd see that I was goin' to git it fur were not working, and they lounged under the shade of a
her."
tree that stood in front of the tavern.
He hurried over to a little ravine where some horses were
As our friends rode up, the men got up and looked at
,grazing, and a couple of minutes later came back with a them curiously.
•tough little horse.
The females they had with them probably attracted their
"Here's ther pony," he said. "Now, I reckon everything's attention, as few ever came to Ridley's Run.
,ll right."
Wild led the way to the shade of the big tree before he
"Maybe it is," retorted Wild.
halted.
"I know it is."
"How are you, gentlemen?" he said, cheerily. "It has been
The leatler of the gang was getting a little spunky now.
another hot clay, hasn't it?"
Probably he thought everyth~ng was really all right, and
"Well, I should smile if it ain't!" exclaimed the only man
that he would be imposed on if they did not stop bothering in the bunch who was without a hat. "Ain't you people a
him.
little out of your latitude?"
·
But he did not get his hands near the brace of shooters:that
"Hardly. We; are on the road to Albuquerque, are we
1
peeped irom the holsters that were attached to his belt.
not?"
He was afraid to touch them, though the look on his evil
"Oh! Yes, there is ther road. It starts right from ther
visage told plainly that he would have just gloried in shooting front of my place here. So you're bound to Albukek, hey?
Young Wild West.
Well, I reckon you must be tired an' thirsty-like. An' your
And no one realized this any better than our hero did horses need lookin' after. This is ther place to stop at,
himself.
friends. You kin git as good accommodations here as at any
H!l could read the man like an open book.
hotel this side of ther Mississippi."
But he resolved not to bother any further about it just
"All right," retorted Wild. "I guess we will stop, then,"
then.
and he vaulted lightly to the ground.
When the Pawnee maiden got mounted, the party left the
"You seem to be a sorter supple fe~ler," remarked a big,
camp of the rascals.
lanky-looking fellow. "But I reckon I'd better help ther
But they did ·not do so without keeping an eye on them ladies git off their horses. I'm a regular dandy at that. I'm
until they rounded a bend out of sight of them.
Gri?:zly George, the ladies' man, an' I'm a brother to Gus
Then they proceeded on their way.
Gilligan, ther man what never works."
Laughing Fawn proved to be more educated than her
"Well, if you are anything like your brother you are a
brother, and as she was quite talkative, she soon got on the very poor specimen of humanity," retorted Wild.
best of terms with Arietta, Anna and Eloise.
"I don't know what that means, young feller. But I'll git
She told them that she had been out hunting for her ye1· to explain it to me after I've assisted ther ladies."
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As luck would have it, the bullets had pas~d through the
He stepped quickly to Arietht and took hold of her hand
part of the man's arms, so no bones were broken.
fleshy
it.
of
aware
before she was
wounds, though painful, were not dangerous, providThe
Whack!
took good care of them.
he
ing
stagto
him
caused
that
face
the
in
She dealt him a blow
smarting sensation caused the villain to dance 1
the
But
ger back.
madman, and, not knowing how badly he was
a
like
about
I
gal?
that,
by
mean
"Gee!" he cried. "What do you
ma'.de a rush at Wild, drawing their revolvers!,
friends
his
hurt,
wasn't goin' to hurt yer."
time.
this
knives
and
git
You'll
George.
"Better set down an' behave yourself,
"Come rig·ht on if you want to die!" the daring boy shouted.!
into trouble if you 1don't."
One of them did come on, and once more the crack of a i
"Trouble, hey? I don't think there's any one in that gang
what kin make trouble fur me. They might do it if they revolver rang out.
The man dropped just as he was in the act of hurling a.
got at me all together, but then I reckon ther rest of ther
knife at Wild.
boys here would take a hand in, wouldn't yer, boys?"
But it was Cheyenne Charlie who fired this time.
"You bet!" was the rejoinder, and some of them loosened
The scout was right in the humor for a fight now.
their shooters in the holsters they wore to make themselves
He had considered the game of fisticuffs mere play.
appear real bad.
"Drop your shooters an' hold up your hands, you measly,
"When you g et through assisting the ladies to dismount
all go under!"
I'll see if I can't make a little trouble for you, you big clumsy coyotes!" he shouted. "Hurry up, or you'll
That ended the fight.
coward!" said Wild, a little ange\' showing in his voice.
The rascals tlil'ew up their hands and yelle~ for mercy.
Grizzly George, the ladies' man, looked very much sur"Well," observed the tavern-keepe r, as he took a chew from ,
prised.
"Did I hea r anything, or am I dreamin'?" he asked, look- a plug of tobacco, "I can't say but that it is a good thing
what has happened, after all. Lige Cobb wasn't no good,/
ing a1. the loungers.
"Now, see here, George," spoke up the landlord. "You'd anyhow, an' was always stealin' everything he got his hands
better stop right where you are. These seem to be nice on, an' Grizzly George was too handy with his hands. One's,
dead an' ther other won't be handy with his hands anyj
people, an' they oughtn't to be insulted.~'
"You shet up!" was the quick retort. "If you don't shet more. Come on in, ladies an' gentlemen! I reckon you
won't be bothered any furt- er."
up, I'll clip a lock of hair from yer head with a bullet!"
Having said this, the fellow stepped up to the side of
The girls' escorts now assisted them to dismount and the
•
Arietta's horse again.
landlord gave · a whistle and brought a darky on the scenel·
He ·put out his hand as though to take hold of her arm in double-quick time.
when, quick as a flash, she put the muzzle of a revolver in
"See to ther horses!" he cried. "Hurry up, too!"
his face.
"All right, sah!" and the man hastened to obey.
you
drop
will
I
way,
the
of
out
"If you don't step back
But Wing Wah and Lone Buck went around to the shed,
dead in your tracks!" she cried.
with him, and they saw to it that the animals were duly pro-'
I
"Well, I'll be blamed!" and the ruffian jumped back in short vided for before they came back.
order. "Who would have thunk it, boys?"
Meanwhile, the man who acterl as undertaker and surgeon!
"Now, if you are through asf~sting the ladies, I'll make a combined had been sent for, and he was dressing the bullet·
little trouble for you," said Wild.
wounds the fellow who styled himself "ther ladies' man" had/
1
H e stepped over and with a quick grab caught him by the 1·eceived.
collar of his shirt.
When this was done he went through the pockets of the
on
was
Then he gave a sudden twist and Grizzly George
man Cheyenne Charlie hacl been compelled to shoot, and
his knees. A sudden jerk and he was on his feet again and when he had finished the task a look of disgust came overl
I
staggering back, for our hero let go of him.
his face.
But his ugly face turned livid with rage now.
"It's jest ther same as it was last week, when Tom Snagg
Notwithstand ing the fact that he had been handled as went under," he said. "Not enough money on 'em to pay/
though he was a mere child, he wanted more of it.
fur buryin' 'em. But I suppose it has got to be did, since1
Uttering a bellow like that of a maddened bull, he darted I agreed to put away all that died with their boots on fur'.
for Wild.
what was found in their pockets. Jest lend me a hand, you/
Then it was that our hero let out a straight left and fol- felle r s!"
lowed it up with a right swing.
The tamed loungers immediately responded.
Down went the ladies' man in a heap.
They were eager to get away from Young Wik\ West and
were
they
but
interfere,
to
move
a
The other loungers made
his friends, anyhow, but they had not liked to sneak away!
'
not quick enough to get at Wild, for Cheyenne Charlie and without an excuse.
Jim Dart ,\' ere off their horses in a twinkling.
female members of the party went /
other
the
and
Arietta
were
they
all
for
fists
They promptly began using their
into the apartment that answered the purpose of diningwor th, am\ in just one minute all five of the bad men were room, sitting-room and kitchen, and found the wife of the,
1
either lying or sitting on the ground.
landlord waiting to receive them.
And Arietta sat in the saddle, a smile on her face, swingshe/
when
and
woman,
She proved to be a very pleasant
ing her revolver back and forth so it covered the whole asked them if they would like to have fried chicken for
1
bunch of them .
supper they immediately answered in the affirmative.
as
and,
anyhow,
supper-time,
It was getting on toward
1
might be supposed , all hands were hungry.
CHAPTER V.
"I guess we will stop here to-night," said vVild, as he took11
THE BAD GANG TRIES AGAII\.
a sunrey of the shanty-like structure. "There are rooms
enoug·h upstairs to accommodate you girls, and it will be a)
the
of
prop1·ietor
the
cried
fellers?"
you,
tell
I
di<l
t
a
"Wb
change to sleeping in the tent."
You
'em.
1
see
I
when
people
good
knows
I
reckon
"I
tavera.
"Yes, I reckon we kin sleep anywheres," observed Charlie.
agin
up
bucked
you
when
life
your
of
mistake
ma<le thcr
·
me."
do
will
floor
the.
on
here
"Right
that young man. Jest apologize to all hands, now, an' ther
"Lone Buck wi11 sleep by the horses," spoke up the Pawnee)
young lady esrecia11y."
,
brave.
Grizzly Gco!·gc got up, and without a word, stepped off
night, so no/
all
awake
keep
will
Fawn
Laughing
"And
about ten feet.
one can come to kill Young Wild West!" exclaimed the InTheri ht> ~rabbed his revolver and fired a shot at Wild.
maiden. He saved her from the bad paleface men, and
dian
and
aim,
to
time
take
not
did
He did this so quickly that he
not let him be killed while he is asleep."
will
she
the bullet flew wide of the mark.
Her eyes glistened like stars when she looked at om· hero,
But it came very near hitting Arietta, though, and this
and it struck him all at once that the g·irl had fallen in!
caused our he 1 ·0 to lose his temper.
love with him.
Crack! Crack!
But he was not the only one who noticed this.
His revolver spoke twice and both the arms of Grizzly
Arietta realized it,instantly.
George dropped to his sides.
But she knew that Wild could not possibly care anything,
"I guess you won't do any more shooting for a few weeks,
nothing.
anyhow," he said. "You miserable sneak, I should have shot for the Pawnee maiden, so she said their supper, but• it was)
They wer e a lit tle late in getting
you dead !"
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a good one, and when they sat down to it they did it full
justice.
It was just sundo,rn when the meal was over and Wild and
his two partners went out in front of the tavern, where some
benches sat for the use of the guests.
They had scarcely got there when they saw a small pa1ty
of horsemen riding up.
There was nothing unusual in this, perhaps, but when our
friends saw they were the paity that had halted them that
afternoim, they became just the least bit interested.
Before the newcomers got. to the tavern, Grizzly . George
and one of the other fellows who had been taught a lesson
by Wild, ran out to meet them.
Gus Gilligan and his five men halted and appeared to be
deeply interested in what the two men told them.
"Look out for trouble," said Cheyenne Charlie, with a grin.
"Ther whole lot of them fellers has got it in for us, Wild."
"Well, I hardly think any of them are Yery dangerous,"
was the reply. "Still, they will bear watching, I suppose."
"That's right," remarked Jim. "Cowards are the worst
kind of enemies a person can have sometimes. There is no
telling when they are going to strike behind your back."
Young Wild West calmly took a seat on a bench and his
partners followed suit.
·
Lone Buck and the Chinaman " ·ere inside getting their
supper,, so they had things all to themselves.
Thef would not have been afraid if the whole camp came
up ana got ugly to them.
That was the sort of fellows they were.
For fully ten minutes the men remained talking, and then
Grizzly George and the other fellow walked back, w·hile the
horsemen rode up and dismounted.
one of them paid the least attention to our friends, but
went into the bar and ordered something to drink.
Wild sat so he could see inside, and when he saw a man
hold a drink to the mouth of Grizzly George he felt just the
least bit sorry for him.
·
His arms were crippled so that he could not help himself
But he knew he would most likely soon recover so h~
turned his thoughts into another channel.
'
1'he men remained inside the place for about fifteen minutes, and in that time they had several drinks.
They were talking louder and more freely now and just
before they came out our friends heard Gilligan say:
"I reckon there's no one in Ridlev's Run what will shoot
my arms so's I can't put a drink to "my mouth."
Wild sprang to his feet instantly.
He knew that was meant as a challenge to him.
·'See here!" he exclaimed, walking into the barroom. "I
met you once before to-clay and taught you that you should
mind your own business and I tell you i10,Y that if you don't
let me alone you'll get' shot through the heart instead of
·
'
your arms. Do you hear what I say?"
"I reckon that I hear you Young Wild West. But jest let
.
'
.
._
1
me t e11 you one t h mg: You may crop
me m a uurry, but
there are them that's right here who would avenge my death
. sh ort ord er. If you_ w:i:nt t s h 00 t , go a l1 ea d an ' d i"t'"
m
·
Every one of the V1llams had ~rawn a revo_lver as these
words were uttered, and to an o~dmary person 1! would have
looked as though our hero was rn a very bad fix.
But he was not the least bit disturbed; on the contrary,
he smiled at the villains.
"Gentlemen, you seem to· mean me, sorneho\l·," he observed,
coolly. "ls there any two of · you who would like to step out
in the road and shoot it out with me?"
"We step out with nobody!" snoited Gilligan. "We do
our shootin' when ther thing is ripe, no matter where it is.
We--"
He was suddenly interrupted, for what seemed to be a huge
rubber ball bounded into the room and knocked the men
right and left.
It was only Wing Wah . but he was all there, and more
besides!

°

°

The villains took their eyes from Wild when this happened,
and then it was that he pulled out both his revolvers and
leveled them.
"Whoopee!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie, darting into the room
at that moment. "Dance, you measly coyotes, dance!"
He began firing at the floor right near their feet, and then
a lively hopping time took place.
'
"Put up your hands, you scoundrels!"' cried Young Wild
West. "Put up your hands, or I'll begin to shoot hot lead!"
Every man of them obeyed almost instantly, but Grizzly
Georg e,. he could not.
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Wing Wah righted himself up and then stood in the center
of the room looking at the rascals as though he was surprised to see them with their hands over their heads.
"Allee samce 'fraid," he said.
"I reckon this h.-:ind of business has got to stop!" spoke up
the landlord. "You .fellers who started the rumpus, jest git
out of here, or there will be trouble!"
"All right, boss," replied one of the men. "But there'll be
a time when you'll wish you hadn't ordered us out, jest mark
my words fur it."
They all filed out of the tavern.
Jim Dart stood near the doorway and kept them all cove1·ed
with his revolvers until they were outside.
He knew how treacherous they were, and he was not going
to give them any chance to get in a stray shot at Wild.
Once outside, the villains quickly made themselves scarce.
Our friends sat down in front of the tavern again and
prepared to take things easy, just as though nothing had
happened.
"Them men is a putty fough lot," said the landlord, a!:>
he came out by them a little later. "They'll try hard to fix
you afore you leave Ridley's Run. I thoug·ht I'd better tell
you what I think, so you kin be on ther lookout fur 'em."
"Thank yoL1 for giving us the warning," answered Wilcl.
"But I have an idea that they are sneaking scoundrels, m1yway. The fellows who rode on horseback are the ones who
had the Pawnee maiden a captive. There is no telling what
they might have done with her if we l1ad not come alongjust as we did. Then they had the nerve to try and rob us'.
Well, sir, if they get the best of us, I will be very much
&urprised."
"They can't git ther best of yer in a square l\"ay," said the
landlord. "What I mean is that they might do something
when you ain't expectin' it. I s'pose they're down on me now.
an:, they may tak~ it in their J:ieads to burn my shanty d?wn-'.'.
Well, my InJian sco:it w1ll be on the ,~ratcl~ all 1ug;~t,
retorted Wild. He wont let them do anythmg like that.
"Yes, but they might fix him first. Do you .know one
thing?" and the ma11 lowered his voice to a whisper, "I don't
expec~ to do much sleeping to-night!"
"Gomg to watch, eh?"
'.?es."
.
Well, we won't all be to sleep at one tune."
"Good! Then we ki!1 _be ready ~ur 'em. Soi11etI;in' seenys
to tell me that Gus Gilligan an his gang wont give up till
1
t! ~Y git square o~ you feller:5."
,
_ ,
Well ,,,1 reck<_>n if they try it, they_ll go under, ther measly
1
coyo~es. exclaimed Cheyen11:e Charhe.
wo~~:i~d saw that the proprietor of the tavern was really
H
· d
l·
·
·
· ·
·
e i!1a e up us mm d th at 1f th e villams did com e around
that_ mg·ht and try to burn his house that he would shoot
to kill
It · .
·]
h lf
J
was per.rnps a a1;1 1 our a:i:ter th ~ bad gang had left the
tavern when Young Wild Wests Indian scout came around
the corner of the buildin with a m · ' l t · d
··fl ·
.
·
g
an s Ja an a n e rn
hisHe
hands.
walked right up to our hern an 1 · I 1·
l·
"Bad \\"hitc man trv to steal Young 1
mf.: ·1 . •
He
die! Here him hat and gun!" .
es " ioi:se.

I

~r1ct\t

CHAPTER VI.
WILD IS CAUGHT .

''us
u

u1·11i·gan

· gang wei:e cert am
· l y very b"ti
aml l11s
1 er
st
th
:fo%n~te~~ung \Vild ·we
for takrng
e Pa\\'nee maiden
They "·anted the hidden rrold thev had heard the Indian
· 1 Jk"
~
"
g1r ta mg to herself about, and they meant to have it Yet.
After our friends left them and proceeded on to Ridley's
Run, the villains held a consultation.
There were no brilliant men among them, so they did not
get into things very deeply.
The question was: How were they going to find the little
valley with its buried gold and get square with Young Wild
West for interfering with their business?
After several suggestions had been offered, Gus Gilligan
summed it up in a few words.
"We've been doin' a whole lot of talkin'," he said, "an' we're
all agreed that ther buried gold has got: to be found, an' that
Youug Wild West has got to go under. Now, then, to 'complish this we must git hold of thcr Pawnee gal ag'in. An'
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"Me see," was the reply.
while we're gittin' hold of her we kin jest put a knife or a
"Oh! you was lookin', then?"
bullet into Young Wild West, an' if we git ther chanc(;! we
"Yes, we back over there," and he pointed in the direction.
kin do ther same to them two partners of his."
"Why didn't you ride clown an' help us'!" spoke up one
"That's it!" chorused his companions.
.
·'I've heard all about this here Young· Wild West, an' he's of the villains.
The chief shook his head.
jest fit to make trouble everywhere hP goP,;. He's got to die!
"ThE' paleface boy and his friends l';hoot straight," he said.
He's got to die, I say, an' l mean it, too!"
"We lose many braves last night. The Pawnee kill some au'
'·Ugh! Young Wild West got to die!"
West kill somn
This remark came from the bushes right near the villains, get away from the fire. Then Young Wild
more. \Ve no fight You11g Wild West when he see us. We
,ind they jumped to lheil' fe<-'t in alai·m.
stake, and when he
The next instant an Indian brave stepped out before them. must catch him. Then we burn at the
hit with sticks and stones.
'·Hello, Injun !" said Gus Gilligan. "What are you doin' cries and screams we dance and
The Comanches will never go back to. the reservation now.
around here'?"
who have tried to make
"Me follow Young Wild West; me want to catch him and They will die fighting the white menmust
burn, too, and the
Pawnee
The
them.
of
women
old
stake."
the
at
burn
you must be scalped
·'Oh, you do, hey? Well, I reckon you'1;e jest about ther maiden Young Wild West took from
is alive. Gilligan and his men will help us and we
same as we are, then. We're after him, an' we're after him while she them."
help
\,ill
too!"
him,
git
to
goin'
We're
hot, too.
"That is one of ther wisest ,speeches I have ever listened
"Ugh. Comanches want Young Wild West to burn at stake.
declared Gilligan, seizing the young chief's hand and
to!"
him
aroung
dance
can
Comanches
the
so
slow,
die
He must
it warmly. "We kin work together an' beat the.1·
gripping
death-wails."
his
to
and listen
try very hard, I reckon."
we
if
world
crowd?"
your
in
there
are
many
··Row
"\Ve beat Young Wild West and roast him alive and the
·'Seven. Young Wild West and his friends shoot all rest."
"They did, hey? Well, that's too bad, Injun. Jest fetch two Pawnees!" retorted the Comanche.
"Good! Now I tell you what we'll do. We'll all ride up
~·our gang over he1·e an' we'll talk a little business."
to ther camp, where I've got a good-sized log shanty.
then
close
and
Comanche,
the
said
wise,"
is
brave
paleface
"The
kin camp in ther woods close by, an' we'll go on to
Injuns
You
departure.
his
he quickly took
where most likely ther ones we want will sto_p
tavern,
ther
"we're
rascals,
white
of
gang
the
of
leader
the
said
"Boys,"
As soon as we find out how things are we'll
to-morrer.
If
till
U's.
to
benefit
of
lot
whole
a
be
will
Injuns
in luck. Them
you. Then we kin decide on what to do."
tell
an'
back
my
come
eat
jest
I'll
now
West
Wild
Young
on
square
git
we don't
'
assent.
nodded
chief
The
'
hat, that's all!"
the
along
started
and
mounted
all
they
later
minutes
he
few
A
before
him
torture
kin
they
so
him
want
'·Ther Injuns
trail.
dies,·• observed one.
They reached the log shanty Gilligan had spoken of in
'·\\' ell, we'll help 'em to git him. I reckon ther Injuns are
about sharp enough to catch him alone, b,1t. with our help clue time.
It was built on the side of a hill about half a mile from
they're bound to win out."
the ou,tskirts of Ridley's Run, and as it was entirely sar"
All hands nodded approval at this.
roundea by a thick growth of trees, no one would have
ln about five minutes the Comanches came up.
to almost run
Some of them had slight wounds, and all were very bitter known that it was there, unless they chanced
right into it.
against Lone Buck, the Pawnee, and his rescuer,;.
Gilligan had not built it, nor had any of his rascally comShort Hand, the young chief, who had led them away from
the reservation on a high old spree, had seen Young Wild panions.
They had found it by chance.
West before, and he knew him only too well.
The shanty had evidently been erected by some hunter som&
He was very much afraid to meet him face to face, but he
years before, who had either died or deserted it, for it was
was eager to get the boy in his power.
utensils and
The redskins had followed the trail of our friends and had furnished with a good assortment of kitchen
come in sight of them just as they met the gang of white other household necessities.
When Gilligan and his gang found it ·they promptly made
desp!iradoes.
it their headquarters and fixed up the parts that were deFrom a safe distance they had seen all that took place.
At first they thought the half a dozen rascals had things all caying.
As they had been the first to find and take possession, no
their own way, but when the change occurred they simply
one offered to .-iterfere with them.
shrugged their shoulders.
Gilligan and his brother, Grizzly George, had been among
But when they saw the Indian girl rescued they began to
the first to reach the spot that was now called Ridley's Run,
wonder.
the supply store.
At first Short Hand \\'as going to dash up and attack after the man who had kept happened
when Gilligan and his
The reader knows what
Young Wild West's party and help the bad gang to defeat
,
·
them, but when he happened to think of what had taken place men rode into town.
They were a badly surprised lot, and they were very sore
the night before he quickly got the motion out of his head.
tavern.
He waited until our friends were ·well ahead on the trail and bitter when they got away from the
One of the gang was dead and the brother of the leader
and then he made his \\'ay cautiously to the camp of the
was wounded in both aims.
whites and listened.
But Grizzly George was mo1·e of a scheme1· than his brother,
The wily young chiE'f hea1·d what the villains said about
the hidden gold, too, but he did not mention it after he had and he thought he saw a way out of it.
·
"We kin git square with Young Wild West, all right," he
made his presence known.
"Why can't we ste11l his horse after dark? If we do)
said.
that.
all
for
mind,
his
in
it
But he kept
out to look fur him, an' then we kin lay fur him an'
start
he'll
Gilliwith
friends
make
to
glad
very
"·ere
The Comanches
him."
catch
g·an and his band.
"That's worth tryin'," said his brothel'. "Who'll volunteer,
They were looking l'or a little sympathy just then.
steal that sorrel horse?"
to
and
good
pretty
F.nglish
under;;tand
could
s
Indian
..\ 11 thE"
"I ,vill !" exclaimed one of the villains, stepping forward.
thE' most of thE"m could spE'ak il.
job."
A genPral introduction took place and then they got down "I ain't afraid to tackle thel'
"Good E"nough! Go ahead an' do it. Jest make all ther
,
to bu si nPss.
thel' side of ther tavern, l!IO
--'.\'o"·, it's j<'"l lhis way," began Gus Gilligan. "Young noise you kin when you ride past
We'll lay up ther
pursuit.
in
start
an'
you
hear
kin
they
long
How
Run.
Hidley's
to
gonE'
has
crowd
\\.ilrl WE'st an' his
they come along.
when
'em
fur
ready
be
an'
way
·
a
trail
you
fur
do
\\'On't
It
tell.
never
can
ther'II stay ihf'l'f' yo11
the1· Injuns to meet us."
lnj.ins to go thE'rc', hot ~-ou kin roller on behind us an' la~, Here, Bob! you ride hack an' git
"All right!" and away went Bob on his mission.
i,,' ther co,·er or tlwr woocls while we find out how things
The other fellow started out a little later to steal the horse.
ar<' in ther rninin' camp. l'Ye gl'.lt a brother thE're who'll know
But it was the last time he eve1· undertook to steal a horse,
just what's wha, by ther time we git there. He's a great
West's Indian Scout was on
relier, my brother is, an' i( he don't fall in love with some of or anything else, for Young Wild
act.
the
in
him
caught
and
watch
the
my
miss
jest
I'll
West's
Wild
Young
of
tllf•m wimmen folk;;
Lone Buck promptly tackled him and a short fight folguess."
stabbed to death.
"Pawnee girl with them?" said Short Hand, questioningly . lowed, resulting in the villain getting
The villains waited patiently for the ma.n to appear witb
"Yes, that's right. How did you knuw that'!" and Gilligan
'
the stolen son-el.
looked just the least bit surprised.
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But he did not come.
"Somethin' has happened," observed Grizzly George, as he
winced from a tinge of pain that shot through his left arm.
·
"They've caught him, I'll bet!"
"We'll wait a little while longer, an' then we'll go an' see,"
retorted his brother.
They were gathered in a little clearing close to the road
,about a quarter of a mile from the nearest shanty.
A thick growth of bushes lined the road and there was a
1
narrow path from it to get to the little clearing.
Straight back from this another quarter of a mile was the
log shanty in the woods.
The seven Indians had gathered here, too, and when he
1heard that something must be wrong with the man who had
been sent to steal Young Wild West's horse, Short Hand
walked up tc the man and said:
"Me go and find out."
"All 1·ight!" was Gilligan's retort. "Good enough! Git ther
sorrel stallion, if you kin."
The chief took the lariat he had coiled over the army saddle he had on his horse and started through the darkness.
Luck was with the Indian, it seemed, for he had not walked
'more than a hundred yards when he heard soft footsteps approaching.
Instantly he drew back into a shadow and crouched to the
ground.
, Short Hand was ready for business.
He had very keen eyes, and if he made out the approaching
person to be one of Young Wild West's party he meant to
.
capture him!
The stars threw just enough light across the trail for him
to be able to see pretty well.
The next minute the person was nearly opposite him.
The Comanche gave a start when he got a good look.
It was Young WH<l West himself.
The daring young fellow was moving along cautiously, his
ever-ready revolver in his hand.
The eyes of the young chief glittered like those of ! snake.
He could easily have shot the daring young prince of the
saddle dead in his tracks, but he did not wish to do so.
He had planned to have him die a slow death, and he was
going to have it that way.
Lucky thing for our hero.
Short Hand got his lariat ready in a twinkling.
Just as Wild got a few feet past him the redskin let the
.
.
.
noose go!
Young Wild West heard a slight noise and turned as quick
as a flash.
But even then he was too late!
The noose went over his head anil dropped to his arms and
then a sudden jerk pulled the boy off his feet.
The Comanche ,vas upon him with the quickness of a catamount, and before Wild- could :recover himseff the lariat was
being wound about his body and neck.
Then Short Hand gave a signal to his braves, and three of
them came runnin,~ up.
"Hey, Charlie, Jim!" shouted Wild, and then a heavy hand
was thrust over his mouth.
CHAPTER VII.
WILD IS MISSING AND ·ARIETTA IS JEALOUS.

When Wild found that Lone Buck had slain a man who had
been in the act of stealing his hors,e he mad~ up his mind that
something must be done.
The villainous gang plainly meant business; he could see
that.
"Boys," said he, when the Pawnee had told just how it all
happened, "we have got to settle the hash of that gang. Let's
go out and have a look at the fellow Lone Buck had a fight
with."
Charlie and Jim followed him out to the shed.
A lantern was lighted and they soon found that the man
who had met his death was one of the six they had met that
afternoon.
"One of 'em, anyhow," safd the scout, with a grunt of satisfaction. "It appears that .bad men can't let us alone, some,
sow."
"And they always get the worst of it," added Jim.
The proprietor of the tavern was more worried than ever
when he heard what had happened.
"They mean you," he said to our hero. "Jest be on ther
lookout for 'em. If I was you I wouldn't sleep at all to-night."
Wild laughed.
"If they are as bad as that I guess Wf! had better start in
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and wind them up," he said. "Charlie, I guess I will go out
on a little scout all by myself and try and locate where they
are hanging out. I might learn what they are up to, too."
"All right," replied the scout. "I reckon you kin do that,
if anyone kin."
"Well, I will start out in a few minutes. I'll know something about them by the time I get back, I'll bet!"
While this conversation was taking place a figure crouched
at the corner of the house listening.
It was Laughing Fawn, the Pawnee maiden.
The Indian girl had fallen deeply in love with Young Wild
West, and though she never meant ,to let it be known, she
felt that she must guard the handsome young paleface from
all danger.
"He loves the paleface beauty with the hair of goV ·• she
muttered, "and she loves hiµ1. Young Wild West is n "' " for
Laughing Fawn, but she will watch over him till she finds she
loves so that she can live no longer, and then she will die!"
The Pawnee maiden had come to this decision shortly after
supper and she had been watching and listening ever since.
And Arietta, with just the least tinge of jealousy in her
bosom, had been watching her.
When Laughing Fawn found that Wild was going out alone
to find where his enemies were located she resolved to follow him.
She waited until she saw him go, and then drawing her belt
tighter around her, she started off in the darkness.
Arietta was watching her movements from the window at
the side of the house.
"The foolish creature!" she thought. "I believe she is trying to come between me and Wild. Well, she had better not
go too far!" and the blue eyes flashed with a strange light.
Jealousy is a queer thing.
One would think that it was time enough to become jealous
when the lover should prove untrue, but it seems that such
is not always the case.
There are those who love so well that they would not have
another love the same person.
That was about the way with Arietta.
She did not doubj; for a single instant that Wild cared for
the Pawnee maiden.
But she did not like the idea of her caring for him!
Arietta was a cool sort of a girl under almost any sort of
circumstances.
But she became so agitated when the Indian girl started
off in the darkness after Wild that she could not conceal her
feelings from Anna and Eloise.
"What is the matter, Et?" asked Charlie's wife. "WJ:iy are
you looking so strangely out of the eyes?"
"Yes, Arietta, what is the matter?" added Eloise, wonderingly.
The girl hesitated a moment, and then she said:
"I might as well tell you, for I feel that I must tell someone."
"Why, what on earth has come over you all of a sudden?"
"That Pawnee girl has fallen in love with Wild."
"Well, I guess he has not fallen in love with her," replied
Anna, with a little laugh.
"Certainly not!" and the blue eyes flashed.
"Well, then, what are you worrying over it for?"
"I don't like the idea of it. What do you think? She has
followed him away in the darkness!"
"She has!" echoed the two.
"Yes, I have been watching her ever since supper. She
has kept here eyes on him all the time, and every time he
spoke her eyes would sparkle like the stars. She is foolish
enough to think that he would return her affection, I suppose,
and she has gone after him to try and get him to do so, most
likely."
"I hardly think she would do that," and Anna shook her
head.
"\Veil, if it does not look so, then I don't kno,,;., anything,"
was the retort.
"She may have gone after him to protect him," spoke up
Eloise. "Indians have a strange way of acting, you know."
"She protect him!" and a look of disgust came over the
handsome face. "I guess Wild don't need any protect, ,n
from her."
''Probably not. But it may be that she might do him a
great service by following after him in the dark. Those bad
men seem bent on doing us a great injury-they would like
to kill us all, I think, and it is a rather dangerous errand
that Wild has started on. If he should run into danger the
Pawnee maiden may help him out of it."
"No, she won't!" and Arietta clenched her little fists. "If
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no one else can help him outside of her, I will. It would not said the scout. "We've found out that ther gang has got
Injuns with .'em. Do you know what I think, Jim?"
be the first time!" ,
1
' What?"
"No, it would not, Et. But calm yourself. I think all this
tflink that thty've caught Wild nappin', somehow,
"I
to
going
are
we
what
about
talk
us
Let
talk is nonsense.
an' that they've got him. I wouldn't think that was so
i>uy at the stores when we get to Albuquerque."
much if it wasn't that ther Injuus was with them fellers.
Arietta calmed herself and changed the subject.
She had a great control over herself, and soon the incident Ther measly wite coyotes ain't got brains enough t.1 even
think of a way to git ther best of ·wild. But ther Injuns
was apparently forgotten.
But when an hour slipped by and Charlie and Jim came in are sharp enough to rig a scheme to git him, an' that's
with the information that Wild had not got back yet, Arietta jest what they've done, you kin bet."
"Well, they must be somewhere nearer to the mining
began to grow won'ied.
camp, then. Let's go and look for them."
"What do you think keeps him. so long?" she asked.
"All right."
"Oh, he's takin' a good look around," replied the scout.
They mounted their horses and started on the way back
"He might have had to go a good distahce. There ain't any
of the gang we met to-day around here now, an' ther feller to Ridley's Run.
Every few minutes they would halt and dismount to
what got shot. in both arms is gone, too. Me an' Jim is goin'
to take a walk around ther camp an' make sure of this, an' examine the trail.
The ponies ridden by the Comanches were not shod, and
then if Wild ain't back we're goin' out to look fur him."
they could easily tell the prints.
"Oh, all right!" and Arietta was relieved.
When they were within a mile of the mining camp they
But she could not get the Pawnee maiden out of her head.
Charlie and Jim had not missed her, and she had not told found that the marks of the unshod ponies could no longer
be seen in the road.
them about her following Wild.
They switchei! off here. Now, which way did they go,
It was another hour when Charlie and Jim came back.
that's ther question?" obse1-ved the scout.
"Has Wild showed up yet?" Jim asked, as he came in.
"That's it!" exclaimed Jim.
"No," retorted Ari'etta. "I feel that something must have
"It may be that Wild has got back, but it is our duty
happened to him."
"It does look as though he has run into trouble," Dart ob- to find out somethin' about them Injuns, anyhow," said
served. "We have been all through the camp, and we find that Charlie.
"Of course."
just six of the villains are missing."
They searched carefully about and soon found a spot where
"Where's the Pawnee gal?" Charlie asked, as he looked
it w0uld have been possible for the ponies to leave the
around the room and found she was not there.
"She went away mysteriously right after Wild started," trail.
It was a brook that led in a zigzag fashion up a long
answered Anna.
"She followed him," Arietta added. "She is in love with slope that was pretty well wooded.
They follow ed the course of the brook for about a mile,
him, and has an idea that she can win him from me."
could not strike any place where the horses had left it.
but
"A foolish idea, if that is ther case," and the scout smiled.
was getting along toward morning by this time, and
lt
"Don't let any such nonsense as that git in your . head, the two partners of Young Wild West were getting more
Arietta."
anxious every minute.
"That's what we have been telling her," spoke up his
Finally they concluded to strike through the woods in
wife.
the direction of Ridley's Run and run the· chances of finding
"Please go out and look for Wild, Charlie and Jim ," said something that might put them on the scent.
the jealous sweetheart 0£ our hero. "I will wait till you
But in the darkness they got turned around, and it was
come back, and i£ you fail I will have a try."
daylight before they finally came in sight of the mining
said
work,"
of
kind
that
at
one
good
pretty
a
"You're
camp.
Jim.
This is what I calls too bad!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
that.
after
shortly
The two started out
with a look oI disgust. "Jim, we've been goin' around all
horses,
their
take
to
idea
They thought it would be a good
night like a couple of fools blindfolded. Now, let's git over
ancl so they went to the shed after them.
ther tavern, an' if Wild ain't showed up yet, you kin
to
annd
watch
the
on
The~, found the Indian scout there
jest bet that we've got to find him! I ain't goin' to sleep
straw.
of
pile
a
on
asleep
Wing Wah, the Chinaman, sound
till he is found!"
"Young Wild West no come back?" asked the Pawnee,
"Nor I, either!" declared Jim.
anxiously.
The sun was just showing above the eastern line of
"Not yet," answered Jim. "We are going to look for mountains when they reached the tavern and dismounted.
him."
Then it was that Arietta came out to meet them.
"If you no find him, when you come back Lone Buck
"You did not find 1 him!" she cried. "Well, I must go
will go."
and look for him. The Pawnee girl has not come back,
"All right."
either. There must be something wrong."
"I reckon we'll come putty near to findin' him," added
The girl made for the shed where the horses were kept
Charlie. "W e've done it more than once."
and was met by Lone Buck.
"Lone Buck·likc to go."
"Give me my horse!" she cried. "I am going to find
'''Nell, you stay here an' watch these horses."
est!"
Young Wild
"l"' es.n
"Good!" answered the Indian scout. "Me go, too!"
The Pawnee nodded.
The two rode off and made for the place where the gang
had been in camp when the Pawnee maiden was taken from
them.
CHAPTER VIII.
They figured that they might have a sort of headquarters
there.
WHAT LAUGHING FAWN DID.
But Charlie and Jim found they were mistaken when
they got tc the place.
Young Wild West felt ashamed of himself for havin.~ alThere was no one there.
lowed himself to be caught so easily by the Indians.
The scout dismounted, and, lighting a match, looked careHe did not stop to think just then that the smartest man
folly ove1 the grou;-id \'.'here the fire had been.
on earth could easily have been caught in the same way.
moeby
made
were
them
of
some
th:lt
::;aw
he
But when
It was more luck that anything else that enabled Short
casined feet, Charlie• gave a nod.
Hand to get the opportunity to lasso him
The chief had done the thing neatly, and that was aJl
"Ther ln_iuns is with them fellers, Jim," he said. "Jest
there was about it.
have a look."
After uttering the call to Charlie and Jim, Wild's mouth
Jim dismounted and did so .
"You are right,'' he observed. "I wonder if it is the same was covered so that he could not have made a sound lou~
I
enough to be heard fifty feet, even if h e had wanted to.
·
g ang ,,-·e put to rout last night?"
"Me catch Young Wild West!" said Short Hand, as our
" More'n li kely. Now let's see if they took ther trail to
hero was carried back among the waiting villains.
Ridky's Run with Gilligan an' h.is men."
"What!" cried Gus Gilligan.
An examination proved that such was the case.
"Well, we didn't come out here for nothin', altogether," "That's jest who he's got!" exclaimed one of the men,
I
I
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as lie peeretl close to the prisoner's face. "It's Young Wild
,West, as sure as guns!"
· "Good enough! Now, let's git away from here· afore some
of his gang comes along. \Vas he all alone, Short Hand'?"
"Yes, he all alone," was the reply. "He come along easy,
like he look for somebody; I catch him quick."
"An' you done a good job when you did. Now, let's git
him to ther log shanty, boys."
The next minute the whole gang, both whites and ,.:eds,
were moving toward the shanty in the woods.
They reached it in a few \ninutes and Wild was promp1.ly
taken inside.
The white villains all came in, as did the Comanche
chief.
"Tie him to ther wall there!" said Gilligan. "There's a
1
good place right over there. You kin pass ther ropes around
that upright beam."
The men promptly obeyed, m,d soon our hero was in a
stnding position, but entirely helpless.
"Ugh! '' grunted Short Jiand, when this was all accomlplished. "What going to do with Young Wild West'?"
"Oh, we'll let you have him to burn at ther stake after
we git th.rough with him ," was the reply. "It might be
,that we kin mke a \\·hole lot of money out of him, you know."
1know."
This was said in a whisper so Wild co·uhl not hear it.
The Indian nodded as though he was satisfied.
"All right," he said. "You no kill him; Comanche do
that when time comes."
"Yes, you're the ones as is goin' to do that."
Again the red:;kin nodded. and then, turning, he went
·
-<>utside without another word.
But he was not quite satisfied.
He figured that Young Wild West was his prisoner , and
·
that he ought to have all to say about him.
·
But the redskin concluded to wait.
The seven Indians went into the woods a few yards from
the shanty and pitched a camp.
I Short Hand told his followers that they must be the
,ones to put an end to Young Wild West but that thev must
rnit until they found out what kind o.f 'a deal the pa'lefaces
imeant to give them.
lf the men _from the mining camp came in large numbers
to look for him they would have to take flight and hide in
the woods.
lf they did not come they would wait till morning.
Then they would demand that the prisoner be given to
them, and they would ride away to a good place and roast
him alive.
· The redskin chief had scarcely come out of the shanty
when a form flitted from the bushes to the side oi tho building and crouched in a listening attitude.
.It "·as Laughing Fawn, the Pawnee maiden.
She had not been close enough to Wild when he was lassoed to know just what had happened to him but she had
located the vi!laim- by their voices and had followed them
to the. shanty in the woods.
1
The Indian girl meant to rescue Young Wild West.
She was willing to die to save him.
There ·were few windows in the shanty and as the men
inside took pains to hang their . coats ove~ these, Laughing
Fawn could not sec through them.
But there was a crack not far from the windo,Y on the
righ~ that she could. see through , and she lost no time in
puttmg her eyes to 1t.
She saw Wild tied to the wall and the 111en taking things
easy about the place.
; There was a sort of cupboard in one corner of the room,
~~d. all unconscious of !he fa~t that they were being watched,
Gilligan got up from !us chair and went to it.
"There was a jug with some rum in it in here," he observed, and then he took the jug from a shelf and shook it.
There was nothing in it.
"It's all gone, boy!" he exclaimed. " I wonder who went
an' drank it up?"
No one seemed to know.
"We've got to have some more, boys!" went on the leader
of the gang.
"How are you goin' to git it?" spoke up one of them.
"Ther~'s a five-gallon demijohn putty · near full of good
?ld rye m my shanty," spoke up the man who was, wounded
m both arms.
"Yes, but we won't dare to go there after it."
"Yes, we will. J " ·ill go with anyone who'll volunteer
Lo fetch it here. But I won't go till jest afore daylight,
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though. It wouldn't do to go right now, 'cause them fellers
\\-hat are ther friends of ther boy we've got here might
be lookin' around with sharp eyes."
"That's so!" exclaimed Gus Gillig·an. "Boys, we've got
to wait till mornin' fur our rum, l reckon."
"I think we could go an' git it afore mornin'," spoke up
another. "Right after midnight oughter be a good time.
Grizzly George's shanty ain't very ·close to ther taYern,
anyho"-, an' I reckon we could git in an' git that rum ,,·ithout anyone seein ' us.''
"VVell, if you want to take ther risk, you kin," ans wered
the wounded man.
"I reckon one of the lnjuns could git ther rum bette r
than any of us fellers," observed the leader. "S'pose "e
ask Short Hand about it?"
"All right."
The Pawnee maiden heard them walk across the boanl
floor to the door and she drew back into the bushes.
Two men came out and one o[ them gave a signal to
the Indians.
Then they \\·alked into the woods where the camp \\·as.
The Indian girl follo,Yed and listened.
She l1eard the Comanche chie( tell them that it ,,·ould
be bette1· to wait till toward morning, as the palefaces ,,·otzld
not be so apt to be watching them.
Then she listened to the villain who was doing the talkingdescribed the shanty and ju:;t where it was located and ho""
to get inside it.
A sudden thought came into the head of Laughing J11awn
wl1en she hearti all this. ·
She would go to the shanty and drug the liquor that was
in the. big demijohn.
Then she would rescue Young Wild West and they would
make prisoners of all the men, both. white and Indian::;.
She did not stop to think that the proper thing foi· her
to do was to go and tell Wild's friends what she had learned.
Then he could have been rescued in short order.
But the Pawnee maiden did not want it that way.
She loved the handsome paleface boy and she ,1·aniccl to
be the one to save him.
.Then it might be that l1e would smile on her.
The girl did not wait long in the woods after getting all
the particular:; sh_e wanted.
She started ofl' silently to get to the shanty where the
liquor \\·as.
Laughing Fa\\·n knew how to work her way through on
a secret_ mission as well as any brave of her ti:ibe. .
She did not want anyone to sec her, and she did not i ntcnd
that they should,
Tl~c girl had some brownish po,Yder .in 3 Yial ,1·hicl1 she
earned on her person.
}.t had be-en given to her by the ?l<l medicine man of her
tribe to be used to drug her enenJJes in ca~e she fell rnto
lheir hands during her search for her brother.
She now found that she had a good chance to use it.
'~he powder was not a poison, but it was a powerlul drug
which would last for hours.
It was her desire to get it in the ,Yhisky , and that done
she could see nothing but triumph ahead . and the possible
chance of winning the heart of Young Wild West.
Since she startel! out to follow Y.,ild , t_~e Pawnee maiden
had resolved to wrn him from Anetta, if she could do $O
by honorable means.
But she would not be guilty of anything wrong.
If she could saYe him from the men who intended to
murder him she felt that she would be doing enough lo
make him take kindly to her.
If he ditl not, and still clung to the paleface beauty with
the golden hair, she would kill herself.
That was all decided in the mind of the voung Indian
•
girl.
She had listened carefully to what she had heard as to
the shanty the demijohn of whisky was in and she made
'
her way to it \\ithout much trouble.
And she was so cautious about it that she was not seen
by anyone.
Once there she found the door unlocked, so she stole inside
and closed it after her.
Then the work of finding the whisky beo-an.
Laughing Fawn knew that she hardly dared to st):ike a
light, even if she had a match, so she did not look for anY.
She went from one thing to another in the scantilyfurnished place, and at the end of pe1·haps ten minutes
:found a big demijohn.
She· pulled the cork from it anti smelled it;; contents.
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Though the Paw11ee maiden had never tasted what her
people call "firewater," she knew the smell of it very well,
and it was with a murmur of satisfaction that she put the
cork in her left hand and ,,·ent into a hidden pocket of her
garment with the right.
The brown.ish powde1· wm; produced, and then she carefully
clumped the conte.nts o[ the little vial into the demijohn.
She allowed it to take time to settle and then gave it a
good shaking. after which she placed the demijohn where
she had founcl. it.
"That ,,·ill save Young Wild West." muttered Laughing
Fa1n1, if they haYe not kill-cd him alrC'ady. I must go back!"
The last thought made her hurry, and she went away
from the shanty with less caution than she had used in
coming to it.
But she 11·as not seen br anyone and was soon following
the palh throug-h the woods.
In a fe11· minutes she anived in sight of the log shanty,
and then she cautiously approached it.
'rh~ Pawnee maiden made for the same cr<fck she had
been looking th~·ough, and, reaching it, she pee'ped through
and found that Young Wild West was still tied to the ·wall.
The men were playing cards and s moking as though they
were resigned Lo the long wait f'or theil' whisky.
Laughing Fawn counted them and l'ound there 1rere only
four of thC'm the.rC'.
Two of th<'m had left the shant\' since she had.
She was just thinking of going over to have a peep at
lhe camp oJ the Comanches, when there was a low cry ot
saLi::;faction behind hel'. an<l then she' was seized .in a strong
grip and pulled away from the building!
A hand wa:-; prc~se<l over her mouth at Lhe same time
itflci a voice exclaimed:
"Great ginger! H it ain't ther Pawnee gal, I'm a lame
mountain goat!"
The speaker wa:; no other than Gus Gilligan.
Ile had been Lo the camp of the Indians with Grizzly
George, whel'e they had nrrangcd to let the Comanches
have Young Wild West as, soon as the whisky was produced. which was to be by daylight in the morning.
The brothers were returning to the shanty Y,hen they saw
~on1e thing 1110\'c at the s ide of the structure
l;illigan easily overpo11·ered the gi, I, and when he found
that she ,,·a :; the ~amc one Young v\lild W.est had taken
from him his :joy wa:; great.
''Now, l reckon we'll find out where there's some buried
gold, George. J e:,t tell one of ther men to come out here
an' help me git her inside. HmT~· up! She's kickin' an'
sq uirmin' like a wildcat."
Grizzly Geo1·ge hasten ed to obey, and the next minute the
men came out in a state of exciten1ent.
A s soon as thC'y learned ,._.hat was Lhe matter they hustled
Laughing Fa1Y11 inside the hut.
"Now, then, if" You open your moulh to yell out we'll
put an end to ycr !" sai<l the leader of the gang. "J e::;t keep
still an' you won't git hurt."
"l\le keep still ," :,;aid the girl. a,, ::;oo n as the hand was
taken from her n1outh . "Laughing Fmrn do ju:,;t as the
paleface men sa~·."
"Good!" exclaimed (;i!ligan. "I reckon you\·e got a little
more sense than ~-ou had when we had you before."
"1Vhat Younp· v\'il<l \Vest do he ,·e''" a><ked Lhc .Pa11·nee
maiden, lookini' at our hero with ,dt'c-cled surprise.
"He',; gittin' rC';,dr lo die!" rC'plicd Gilligan·, laughing
hoar:;ely.

CHAPTER IX .
WILD IS RBSCl 1BD.

Young Wild We st had bec• 11 ex.- cting right along f'or some
of his friend s to ::;ho\\" up on the scene and ,·cscue him, but
he was more than surp1·iscd ,,·hen he saw Lhe Pawnee maiden
brought in a ca:)tive.
He looked at the gir1 keenly when she asked what he was
doing there, and he very re;:dil~r understood that she was
but feigning.
When Gus Gilligan ans,Yercd her question by telling her
lhat Young Wild WeHt ,ms getting· ready lo ·die, neither
of the captives :showed any great sign of alan11.
Wild was as cool a:s an icebe 1·g, and had been si nee the
villains tied 11im to the wall of the shantr.
·r her marveled at, this nol a liLLIC', too; and one or two
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of the gang could not help admiring the boy for his cool '
11·ay of taking things.
Laughing Fawn looked fil'sL at Wild, then at Gilligan.
"You no kill Young Wild West." she said, half pleadingly,
half commandingly. "You must let him go!"
"We'll let him go, gal," \\·as the grinning retort. "We're
goin' to giYe him to your friends, ther Comanches. They
want him, an' I reckon they'll fix him."
"No give \"oung Wild West to Comanches!" and the
Pawnee maiden stamped her foot and flashed a dangerous·
glance from her eyes.
But the villains onl~1 laughed.
"I reckon ther redskin hussy is in loYe with him," observed
Grizzy George
Laughing Fawn cast a scornful look at him, but it was
plain that his words hit the mark.
"If bad palefaces kill Young Wild West, they kill Laughing
Fawn, too," she said. in a slow, measut'ed tone.
"Then they never find the little valley with the gold that
is buried there."
·
The members of the
1~ began to grow interested.
They pricked up their ears and looked at the maiden
inquiringly .
"You will tell us where ther gold is, I reckon," observed
Gus Gilligan.
".Me no tell," was the replv.
"But "·e'll make yer, gal!" •
"Laughing F'awn will di e without telling where. gold is
unless Young Wild West go free!"
'
"Ah!" and the villains looked at each other.
They were thinking that it would be a good idea to agreeto things.
·
But befol'e they did so tl1e Comanches must be consulted.I
and given the tip to lay for the boy and catch him.
Gilligan thought for a moment, and then he called hi1:,1
Ul'other to one si<le.
"What do ' you think about jt ?" he asked.
"Promise ther gal to let him go," was the quick reply.
"But thC'r chances are that she won't tell nntil she comes
putty near to knowin' that he's safe."
"That'::; so, to'o. But can't thel' redskins git him as soon
as we let him go?"
I
''They might, but s'pose tJ,ey wouldn't agree to it. He
c_ould do ·cm :some damage afore they did get him, most
l1kelv"
"Viel!, ther best thing to clo th~n is to wait an' git ther
rum, as 11·e agreed with ther lnJuns to do. Then we kin
turn Young \~1ild West loose, providin' ther 1ml tells us
where ther gold is. It won't be our [ault if ther Comanches
don't git him."
"You mean that we'll make out that it's an accident when
he gits away."
"Yes."
"Well, th'at is a putty good scheme. We'll try it."
'J\rn of the men stood by the Pawnee maiden, ready t o
seize her the instant she made a move.
As the brothers came back one of the men asked:
"Shall we tie her up?"
"lt ain't necessary, I don't think," retorted Gilligan. "1
reckon we kin ~eep a ~ood watch on her. Jest put her over
111 that corner an' s11· mg a blanket acrnss, so she kin lay
clown an' go to sleep till daylig·ht, if she wants to. There
ain't goin' to be anything done afore that ti~ne, I reckon."
Laughing Fawn did not want lo go to the corner, but
:;he was .forced to do so.
Once there a blanket was nailed up so it forced a curtain)
and then she could no longer see what was going on in thej
apartment.
A few blankets were thrown inside the enclosure and!
the villains told her to go to sleep .
They were a pretty bold lot of scoundrels, and they seemed
to be as Lb_oughtless as they were bold, for they were not
the least bit alarmed about anyone coming from Ridley'::;!
Run to do baLtlc with them.
They had been possessed of such thoughts on the .start,!
but as the night rolled on they grew more confident that
they were safe from the partners of Young Wild West.
And if they did make their appearance the white rascals
depended upon their 1·ed allies. to do the fighting for them . •
The night slipped on.
"I reckon I'll take a little nap," said Gilligan some time
after midnight. "Ther Comanches lwill let us know quick/
e nough if anything should go wrong."
,
Wild was in anything but a comfortable position, but hej

gan
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was used to being treated roughly, and he stood it like a
major.
Just before the first gray streaks of early dawn appeared
in the ~tern sky Short Hand, the Comanche chief, came
to the dGor of the shanty.
Two of the men had remained awake and they promptly
answered his summons.
He was ready to send one of his men after the whisky,
he said, but insisted that the wounded man who owned the
shanty where it was should go with him to make sure that
it could be found quickly.
"Palefaces all asleep now," he said, with a grunt. "We
hurry up. Then Short Hand take Young Wild West back
three, four miles and burn him. Come!"
Gilligan was aroused, and when he found that the chief
was determined that his wounded brother should accompany
him on the errand, he gave in and woke him.
Grizzly George was willing, so the chief went back and
brought the brave who was to ~o.
Then the two set out through t,1e darkness.
Thef reached the shanty in the mining camp without the
least trouble, and the demijohn was quickly found.
"I'm goin' to have a good sip afore we start back," said
the wounded man, as he found a cup. "Jest .pour me out
some."
The Indian obeyed, flowing the cup over.
Then, without waiting for his companion, he hastened
.
out of the shanty .
Grizzly George gulped dow'll the contents of the cup and
started after him.
But a strong feeling of drowsiness came over him just
then, and, giving way to it, he sat down on a stool.
That settled him, for a while, anyhow.
The drug got in its work quickly, and soon he was lying
on the floor oblivious to his wounds and everything else.
Meanwhile the Indian hastened back and reached the log
shanty ,in the woods just as it was getting daylight.
He did not drink any of the stuff the demijohn contained
until he was in sight of the building.
Then he thought he had better make sure of a drink, so
he took a pull at it.
Then he gave a signal and soon his comrades came to
meet him,
Half a minute later Gus Gilligan came out of the door
and caught the redskins making free with the demijohn.
"Here!" he bawled. "Go easy on that, will you ·t \Ve
want some of ther rum."
"Plenty of it," answered Short Hand, as he took another
pull at the _demijohn.
"There won't be, though, if you fellers keep on."
The Comanches did not give up the stuff until they had
two whacks at it all around.
Then the chief staggered up and handed the demijohn to
Gilligan.
The drug was taking effect on the redskins, but none of
them dreamed that it was anything but the whisky that
they felt.
They managed to get back to their camp, and then one
by one they sank down and lapsed into insensibility.
"Putty good stuff, I reckon," said Gilligan, as he took the
demijohn inside. "I wonder where <Jeorge is?"
"Drunk, mebbe," retorted one of the. men, who was anxious
to get at the stuff.
All but one of the villains was awake, and when he refused to get up when called they let him lie where he was.
Bottles and glasses we1·e taken from the cupboard and
the whisky transferred to them so it would be easier to
get at.
Wild watched the men with no little interes;;.
He saw that they were in for a spree, and that gave him
hopes that the Pawnee maiden might get a chance to cut
his bonds.
They seemed to forget that he was there in their eagerness
to get at the liquor.
The next minute all, save the sleeping member of the
gang, took a drink.
"That tastes all right," said one, smacking his lips. "It
jest reaches ther spot."
"Tastes a little bitter, seems to me," observed another.
"Pshaw!" exclaimed Gilligan. "You don't know what good
whisky is. Try another, an' then mebbe it won't taste
bitter."
"You bet I'll try another one, Gus. I £eel the need of it,
I kin tell yerl"
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They all tried another, and then one of them struck up
song which the rest joined in.
The noise they made a:woke the Jnan on the floor.
'"vVhat in thunder's the1· matter with you fellers?" he de
manded. "Want to git a whole crowd down on us afore w
know it? Ah! ther rum, hey?"
That altered the case.
He quickly got up and helped himself to a glass of th
stuff,
The rest drank with him, making about half a pint apiec
that they had swallowed.
That was too much for them.
Two of them danced around until they fell on the floor
and lapsed into unconsciousness, two more dropped into
chairs and went off, while the fifth, who was just beginning
to feel the effects of the drug, looked at them in amazement.
"Somethin's wrong," he muttered loud enough for Wild
to hear him. "I reckon that must be awful powerful
.
stun."
Then he dropped into a chair and his head fell upon his
breast.
lt was no,v broad daylight and the sun was shining through
the chink~ in the vvalls.
Young Wild '~'est, had his eyes fixed on the blanket that
was hanging across the corner of the apartmeni;.
Suddenly the blanket was torn down and out stepped
Laughing Fa,Yn.
She flashed a look of triumph at the unconscious men.
".M.e save Young W'.Hd West!" she exclaimed in a low,
soft voice.
The Pawnee maiden now moved toward Wild.
Dut the drug had not worked on one of the villains, and
he arose and caught her by the throat.
Just then the door opened and Arietta came in, followed
by the Indian scout.
A cry of joy came to the lips of Young Wild West.
"You are right on time, Et!" he exclaimed.
.!'I am so glad, Wild!" she cried, and then she rushed to
him and cut him loose.
Meanwhile, Lone Buck had jumped upon the villain who
had his sister by the throat.
The Pawnee had his hunting-knife in his hand, and one
quick lunge and it wa:, all over.
The rest' of the villains did not stir.
They had swallowed a sufficient quantity of the drugged
liquor to keep them silent for a while.
The Pawnee maiden had been pretty badly choked, and
she san'k to the floor beside the body of her assailant.
But only for a moment did she remain there.
Before Lone Buck could assist her she was on her feet
ancl rushing toward our hero.
Arietta had just liberated him and was about to be embraced by him, when Lau!fhing Fawn pulled her aside.
Then she seized the boy s hand and pressed it to her lips
fervently.
"He loves
"Young Wild West is safe!" she murmured.
the paleface beauty with the golden hair; he does not love
,
Laughing Fawn."
,
That was all!
Out of the shanty she went like a phantom.
Our friends stared at the spot wnere she had disappeared.
"l knew it!" exclaimed A1·ietta. "She is in love with
you, Wild. She followed you when you left the tavern last
night. I suppose it was she who had you captured and
brought here."
"No," said Wild; "she did not, Et. She came here and
was captured. She meant to save me, that's all. Don't
feel hard toward her."
"I can't help it, ,vild."
CHAPTER X.
THE PRISONERS DISAPPEAR.

Wild saw that his pretty sweetheart was much agitated,
so he changed the subject.
"I guess we had bette1· make prisoners of these fellows,"
"I never saw men
he said, turning to his Indian scout.
g·et arunk so quickly as they <lid."
Lone Buck nodded.
Then he took hold of one of the unconscious villains and
· started to bind him with some of the rope that was found
in the shanty.
When he saw that the fellow did not rouse up, the Pawnee
was puzzled.
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But he did not stop until he had bound the four men in
a secure manner.
Young Wild West found his weapons lying on a table, and
he promptly possessed himself o:f them.
·
"No git up," said Lone Buck, nodding at the helpless men.
"They more than drunk from firewater."
Suddenly he darted to the table and picked u~ one of the
glasses that had a little bit of the whisky left m it.
He placed it to his nose and then gave a start,
,
"Laughing Fawn must have put stuff in firewater to make
bad palefaces go to sleep!" he exclaimed.
"Ah!" said our hero. "Now, I understand it. Well, in
that case we will hurry back to the tavern and get some·
one to come and get these fellows. Nothing short of a
wagon will do for the purpose, I guess. I wonder where
the Comanches are?"
The Indian scout pricked up his ears.
"Comanches?" he said, interrogatively.
"Yes, it was a redskin who caught me napping when I
was coming along the trail just at the outskirts of the
mining camp. The whites didn't do it. They were not sly
enough; it took a redskin to do it."
"Lone Buck will go and look for Comanches; Young Wild
West and paleface maiden go back to tavern."
"All right, Lone Buck. I think we will do as you say."
Five minutes later our hero and his sweetheart were
making their way toward the tavern.
'
When Wild told what had happened his .partners were
very much surprised.
They got there just in time to find Cheyenne Charlie and
Jim Dart organizing a party to go out and hunt for them.
"Where is Laughing Fawn?" he asked a little later.
"Didn't she come back here~"
"No one has seen her since you left last night," replied
Jim.
"And I don't want to see her again!" declared Arietta,
her eyes flashing.
. "Don't be hard on her, Et," said Wild. "Don't get jealous
of the girl. You know there is only one girl in the world
for me, and her name is Arietta Murdock. If she took a
notion to like me, I can't help it."
Arietta 's heart softened at once.
"I know that, Wild. But she shouldn't have acted that
way. A'.fter she found you were a prisoner she shoulc1 have
come right back and told it. Then we could have found
you all the sooner."
"Well, she chose to do it another way. At any ·rate, she
was bound to save me."
"Yes, but she would have failed if we hacl not arrived
just as we did. That villain would surely have strangled
her."
"Yes, I believe that is quite true. Well, you came just
in time, as I told you when I first saw you come i_n the
shanty."
.
As soon as he had quieted things Kith Arietta and the
rest, Wild went out on the stoop of the tavern and found
the men waiting to go with him to the log shanty in the
woods.
Jim had brought his horse out for him, so he had notbing
to do but to mount and ride oft' with them.
He wanted to find the redskins as much as anything, and
when he rode off at the head of the column he was resolved
upon catching them.
They soon reached the log shanty, and when Charlie and
Jim saw it they wondered how it was that they had not run
across it the night bef,ore.
The door was open ju::;t as they l<>ft it, but when our hero
dismounted and entered the shanty he was not a little bit
' aston isherl.
There was no one in there !
The four villains they had left there unconscious and bound
had disappeared.
Even the body of the man the Indian scout had ,viped out
was missing.
There were some bloodstains on the floor, and that was all
there was to signify that anything had happened.
"Someone has been, here," said Wild, looking about in a
puzzled way. "But what gets the best of me is how the rascals were moved so quickly. They must have been carried or
else they came to all of a sudden."
"Well, let's find their trail," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie.
"I reckon we ought to soon overtake 'em."
They soo!1 found the prints of feet that had been made
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quite recently, and as they were nearly all the marks of
moccasins, it was easy to guess that redskins had been the
rescuers of the captive villains.
"Follow the trail, boys!" cried Wild. "If the Indians dare
to come as close to a mining town as this and commit depredations they won't be in such an awful hurry in getting away,
They are Comanches, with .their warpaint on, and they are
surely looking for a fight. We won't have to go so very far
to find them, just mark my words!"
"An' that means that we must look out that we don't run
into an ambush," spoke up Jim Dart.
"Exactly. Keep your eyes open, every one of you."
There were fifteen of the miners who had joined the party,
and they were all used to fighting.
They could shoot pretty well, and were quite at home in
the saddle.
Some of them had heard of Young Wild West before he
came to Ridley's Run, and they were more than glad to be
led by him.
They uttered a cheer when our hero told them to keep their
eyes open.
By the looks of the trail there were at least a score of
·redskins.
It led some little distance from the shanty before the tracks
of unshod ponies were discovered.
"Here's where ther measly coyotes left their horses," said
Cheyenne Charlie. "By ther looks of things it ain't many
minutes ago when they was here."
"You're right on that, I guess," spoke up one of the miners.
"Do you s'pose they've got Gus Gilligan an' ther rest of them
fellers with 'em?"
"It don't seem possible that they have," answered Wild, as
he thought of how helpless the villains were when he left
them to go to the tavern with Arietta.
"It seems to me that they might be around close to ther
shanty somewhere," observed Charlie, scratching his head in
a thoughtful manner.
"By Jove!" exclaimed Wild. "I believe you are right,
Charlie. "Suppose you go back and take a look around?
You can follow us if there are no signs of them there."
"All right," was the reply, and the scout promptly turned
his horse.
The rest kept on, and at the expiration of ten minutes they
reached an open spot.
Then they suddenly saw a band of Indians not over a quarter of a mile ahead.
The redskins were not riding very fast; on the contrary,
they were taking things easy, as though they did not expect
to be pursued.
Young Wild West sized them up with one swift glance.
And in that glance he saw that they had a prisoner!
The prisoner was a female, too, and at the distance he could
iiot tell exactly, but he felt quite certain that it was the
Pawnee maiden .
The redskins had not seen them as yet, but it certainly
would not be very long before they did.
"Now then, boys, come on!" exclaimed 'Wild. "We are going
to make the redskins give an account of themselves. Come
on!"
He gave a slight pull on the rein and his handsome sorrel
stallion darted ahead of the rest in one leap.
But he held him in so he could not get too far in advance,
as he " ·anted them all to get there at the same time.
In less than a minute the Indians heard them coming.
Then, instead of urging their steeds to a faster gait, they
halted and scattered off to the right and left.
They were going to put up a fight.
Th ere was no question about it a moment later, for half a
dozen shots were fired and the bullets flew over the heads of
our advancing friends.
"Look out for the prisoner they've got!" said Wild, warn·
ingly. "Pick off those on the right and left and be careful
about the center."
Crack! Crack! Crack, crack, crack! Crac-c·kl
The miners began shooting now, and in spite of the fact
that they were riding pretty fast, they did good work.
Four Indian ponies were minus of riders in no time.
This was not exactly what the redskins had expected, evi·
dently, for with savage yells of defiance they turned and
tried to dash away.
The captive, who Wild could see very well now was the
Pawnee maiden, was bound to a pony, and a redskin on either
side were urlj\'ing the steed along.
As the Indians turned to flee, Wild called out to JJm.a
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"Take that fellow on the right of the girl; I'll drop the
•other fellow."
That was enough fo1· Jim· Dart.
Up went his rifle to his shoulrlel' and he fired at about the
'
same time our hero did.
The result was all that coulrl br deRired.
Both Indians fell.
Then the pony suddenly slackened speed, the fleeing rP<lskins going on and leaving their captive in the rear.
"Give them another volley, boys! Make every shot iell!"
'cried Young Wild West.
The men responded immediately.
Two more of the Indians fell.
Then they reached the cover of a timber growth.
Wild urged his horse forward and soon overtook the captive girl.
Laughing Fawn was bound and gagged, but her eyes
turner! to he1· rescuer and spoke volumes.
She was more than glad to see him.
He could tell that easily enough.
Qu[ckly whipping out his hunting-knife, he severed he1·
bonds and took the gag from her mouth.
"Young Wild West has saved the Pawnee maiden from the
Comanches," she said in a lo,v tone, at the same time turning
her eyes from him. "But Laughin~ Fawn wanted to die.
She can no longer laugh at her face m the brook; she can, no
more sing like the birds or dance like the leaves on the oak
in a summer breeze. She has lost her heart, and it cannot
come back to her!"
"Laughing Fawn, this is nonsense," retorted ·wiM, just the
least bit sternly. "There a1·e plenty young men of yom· tribe
who would be glad to make you their squa,v. Think of them;
!do not think of me. You can see that I have given my heart
to one of my own race. You must not come between the girl
wi~ the hair of gold and me. It is not right for you to do
so. On the way to Albuquerque we will run off the trail to
the, east and take you to your home on the reserva~ion. You
lmust be a good girl and not forget the great pmle of the
Pawnee race."
"Young Wild West has spoken. Laughing Fawn will do
as he says."
The words were spoken, but there was a certain degree
o.f falsity about them that our hero could not help noticing.
Just then Jim Dart rode up and that ended the conversation for the time, anyhow.
The miners were pursuing the Indians hotly, and the 1·eports of their rifles could be heard now and then.
"There is no need in going afte1· them any further," said
Wild. "We will wait here until the men have satisfied themselves and then we will go back. I want to finrl tho men we
left in the shanty."
The Pawnee maiden looked at him with just a tinge of surprise marked on her countenance.
"The bad white men gone?" she asked.
"Yes, they ·were gone when we came back to the !'hanty,"
our hero answered.
'' Where go to ? "
"'T'hat is what we want to find out. Where were you when
the Comanches captured you ? "
"Closo by hom:e in woods."
"They are not the same ones that harl your brother, were
they?"
"No, but friends of chief."
"Friends of Short Hand, eh?"
"Yes, they come out to look for him, but no find him."
A few minutes later the miners came back and then all
,hands started back for the shanty in the woods.
CHAPTER Xf.
A?\f INDIAN DUEL.

As they reached the path to tum into the woods where the
log shanty stood Laughing Fawn turned to Young Wild \\'est
and Raid;
"I go t.o sPe Arietta. I want to tell her l am sorry."
"All 1·ight," was the reply. ·'She will welcome you."
With head bowed down close to the neck of her pony, the
Pawnee maiden rode on into the mining camp.
Wild dropped her from his mind and hurried to the shanty
to find out what Charlie had learned.
As the scout had not follower! them, he was certain that
some1lhing had been discovered by him.
They soon reached the shanty and found it about the same
as when t'hey had been there before.
Cheyenne Charlie was nowhere to be seen.
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"This is rather strange," said our hero. "I wonder where
he went to ? ''
"I think it would be a good idea to make a thorough search
of this old shanty, anrl if nrcessary to tea1· it down," observed
Dart.
"Why, you don't think 1.hat the rlruggerl men are there yet.
rlo vou ?"
"~Veil, to all appea!'ances, they are not, but they can't he
very far away. The Indiam, wf' just routed did not tnkE>
them ,\·ith them, that is certain."
''No, but they might have hidden them somewhere."
"That is just what I think. I - - 1'
Just then the bushes parted and Cheyenne Ch~rlie ~ppea1·ed on the scene, followed by Young Wild West s Indian
scout.
"Ah!" exclaimed Wild. "What have you learned, Charlie?"
"Nothing, only what Lone Buck jest told me," was the
reply. "He says that there's ther juice of a weed that will
knock off ther effects of ther drug his sister give ther measly
coyotes, an' he thinks that ther fellers you went after had
some of it an' glve it to ther gang."
'·That might be. Is there any way to tell?"
"Lo11e Buck soon find out," spoke up the Indian scout, and
then he hurried to the side of 'Nild aml went into the shanty
with him."
Almost the first thing their eyes rested upon was a bunch
.
.
of crushed weeds lying on the table.
Lone Buck picked up some of the weed and placed it to his
nostrils.
Then he gave a nod.
"The
"This make bad palefaces all right," he said.
Comanches find what was the matter and they give them this.
Three, four, five drops make them wake up."
"Yes, that may be, Lone Buck. But where did they go?
They did not go away with the Comanches, for we found them
and had a fight with them. They had Laughing Fawn, and
we took her from them and sent her on to the camp tavern."
"Did you clean out any of ther measly coyotes?" asked
Charlie.
"Yes, half a dozen of them."
"Good! There's so many less for ther government to take
care of an' keep a watch on. So they had ther Pawnee maiden
ag'in, did they? Well, that beats anything!"
Wild now took a look about the shanty.
It was a puzzle to him-the whole thing.
He was well educated with the habits of the reel men, but
he did not understand the drugging business and the antidotes.
It seemed wonderful that the four men could have been
revived in such a short time.
There was only one room to the shanty, and he soon made
a thorough search of it.
When he had done so he took another good look around.
He had been able to get a full knowledge of it, since he had
been imprisoned there for several hours, and he looked to seP
if things ,vere in their same position as when he had left.
Suddenly he noticed that the cupboard had been moved.
The boy gaye a start ·when this became apparent to him.
Somehow it struck him that this was the key to the puzzle.
Without a word, he stepped over and lifted the thing arounrl.
Then an excla,rnation of satisfaction came from his lips.
"What's the matter, V/ild?" asked Charlie, looking at
him in surprise.
"There is no trouble, Charlie," \\'as the 1·eply. "But just
look!"
He pointed to the rough flooring· of the shanty.
A trn.prlool' was ·directlv benf'ath the cupboard!
"Um!" said the i'>cout. "l Ree."
Then he took hold of tht> clum sv artiele of ru111itm·f' and
·
helper! Wild move it.
.
The trap was fully disclosed now.
It showed signs oC having recently been open. fo1· ii wa~
not closed tightly and there were markR where the dirt and
dust had been. broken.
The scout grabbed the ring in the tmprloor and gave a
pull on it.
It came open about two inches and then closer! with a
bang again.
"Someone is holdin' it from below!" said Charlie. "Well,
I reckon somethin' will happen directly. We'll tear ther
blamed old shanty down."
"An' if that won't do any good we'll set fire to itl"
cried one of the miners.
"Wait a minute!" said Wild. "I'll have a talk with them.
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1 had no idea tha t there was such a thing as a cellar under
th e shanty. Hello, down ther e !"
There wa s no answer.
'.'There is no need of your acting stubborn about it; we're
gomg to have you. an vhow. Tf y ou f<Unen<lE'r it will bE' all
·
·
th P bette1· for you ."
Again ther f' was no 1·epl y.
. '' fs th er P :m ax anyw he re :ironnrl ?'' a skerl our hero, turn ing to t hr men.
. '' I reek?~ it \\"On't take very long to git a dozen of 'em,
if there am t any here," exclaimed one of the men.
"Hold on!" said a voice from below. "Will you let us
go if we come up there?
"Yes. after we have punished you for what you have been
guilty of."
"How are you goin' to punish us?"
"String you up!" shouted Cheyenne Charlie.
There was a silence of fully a minute, which was broken
,
by our hero.
"I suppose you are satisfied to stand trial for what you
have done before a judge and jury?" he called out.
"We ain' t don e nothin' to stand trial fur," was the retort.
" Get t h e axes. boys !" cried Wild. "There is no need of
wa sting words· with them. We'll cut a hole through the floor,
and then they will either come out or die right where they
are. There is no need of fooling any more about it. They
had me, and they were going to have me burned at the
stake. I want to see this thing ended, so we can leave the
camp at once. I have business at Albuquerque, and I, can't
stay around Ridley's Run forever."
"Go ahead an' open ther door. We'll give in!" said the
voice of Gus Gilligan from below. "Our nerves is all unstrung· an' w e want to git some fresh air. We'll surrender,
but we hope you'll let us off easy."
Cheyenne Charlie took hold of the ring and pulled the
door up.
The place under the shanty could ha1·dly be called a cellar, since it w~s only about four feet in depth.
It was quite dark t here, too, and the villains could not
be seen at first.
Wild stood at the edge of the trap with a 1·evolver in
his hand and the miners clu~tered about, ready to shoot at
the least notice.
The first man to come out was Gilligan.
He looked as thoug·h he was just recoverine- from a fit
of sickness, and was no doubt very weak.
"Ti e him up!" commanded Young Wild We.st, and the
miners obeyed.
Th e next to come was Short Hand, the Comanche chief.
, All but Wild wer e surpri sed to see him there.
"Ugh!" g-runt ed Lone Buck, flashing· a glance of hatred
at his enemy. ·
" Ugh!" r etorted the Comanche defiantly.
"Lone Buck no roast a t the stake; Short Hand die with
rope around his n eck!"
The Co1'nanch e did not like this, but he said nothing.
He submit ted to bei ng bound without a murmur and looked
on with indi ffe r en ce as the rest came up through the opening in the floor and gave themselves up .
There were fou r w hites and seven Indians.
"A putty good ha ul, I reckon," said Cheyenne Charlie.
"That's what's the matter!" e..xclaimed one of the min~rs.
"The Indian agent must be notified in regard to these fellows, I suppose," said Wild, pointing to the redskins. "But
we will take them all into to,vn with us."
"I say fur to hang ther whole kit an' boodle of 'em right
now!" exclaimed i he miner.
"That wouldn't do," and Wild shook his head.
" Why woul dn 't ii~ Ain't they got their war paint, on ?
Wasn' t t hey goin' to bur n you ai ther stake?"
"v\Tell, they h ave s unendered. ,ve can't very well· take
the law in om· h a nds in that case. If they had fought to
the last in resistin g capture it would have been differenL."
The man said nothing t o thi s, but it was plain that he
was not sat is!iecl .
He wenl about among the rest and whispered to them.
Wild saw th er e was likely to be trouble, but he was resolved that he would not allow the prisoners to be han¥ed.
The Comanche chief helped him out of the dilemma Just
the11.
"Me fight Lone Buck," he said. "If me kill Lone Buck,
the11 prisoners go :free. If Lone Buck kill me then all be

han~."
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"That's a good idea!" cried Cheyenne Charlie. "What do
you say boys?"
"Well; let it go at that, if ther Pawnee is willin'," replied
the miner who had been so anxious to hang the crowd.
"Lone Buck willing," c1·ied the Indian scout, stepping forward. " He glad to fight Short Hand. !:le kill him and
.
take his scalp to his teepee."
Young Wild West thought it was the bf'st way to settle it,
so he told them to go ahead.
He cut the Comanche loose with his own knife.
"What kind of weapons are you going to use?" he asked.
"Knives!" answered both Indians in a breath.
"All right."
Lone Buck took his revolver from his belt and drew his
knife.
He was ready.
Then Wild handed the Comanche a knife.
The men quickly formed a circle in front 0£ the shanty
and waited for the fight to begin .
"Now, before you begin I want every one to understand
what the terms of the fight are fo1·," said our hero. "If I
:understand it aright, all the prisoners are to be given theil·
liberty if Short Hand wins."
"That's it!" shouted three or four of them.
"And if Lone Buck wins he is to say what shall be done
with them."
"No, that ain't it!" shouted half a dozen. "They must be
hung_ in that case."
"Well, I think you had better leave it to the victor to
.
sar, what shall happen."
'Sai·tin !" exclaimed Cheyen11e Charlie.
After a little talk the miners agreed to this.
They knew that Young Wild West's Indian scout w~s very
bitter against the prisoners, and they we1·e quite ce1·tam that
he would show them no mercy.
But Wild did not intend that the Indians, or the whites,
either, should be lynched while they were in his hands.
If he saw that the miners were determined he meant to
free the whole lot of the prisoners a:rid give them a chance
for their lives.
But the two redskins were now waiting .for the signal to
begin the fight.
They were watching for Wild to give it.
"Are you both ready?" he asked.
"Yes!" came the reply, as if in one voice.
"Go ahead!"
The knives clashed together inst antly, and then ensued a
fight that was as fierce as any of t he kind our f riends had
ever seen.
The Indians were about equally matched , both in size and
skill, and it looked as though it was going to be a long battle.
Both were very cautious, in spite of the fact that t hey
were so eager to slay each other.
, Wlien they had been at it about three m inutes Wild picki>d
Lone Buck to win.
He was stronger, not having bE"en under the in.fluence of
the drug, like his opponent.
Probably that w as the only thi11g that saved Young Wild
West's Indian scout, for he was hard pressed several times
as it was.
But presently he began to gain .
Then he began drawing the blood from the shoulders and
neck of the Comanche.
In another minute it was all over. (
Lone Buck got the chance and lhe finishing blow was
struck.
Young Wild West's India11 scout had won!

I

CHAPTER XII.
CONCJ.USIOl\'.

Arietta sat, in the front of the tavel'n near the ent,rance to
the sit ting-room, along with Anna and Eloise, when she suddenly saw the Pa,wnee maiden riding toward them.
Her f jlce flushed when she saw her, but she did not SIQI
a word to her companions.
Straight up to them came Laughing Fawn, and when her
pony was within a few feet of them she halted it and diamounted.
"Come, Arietta!" she said, in a strange voice. "Laughinr
Fawn wants to talk with you."
It was the first time the Pawnee maiden had acted ~
way :familiar to hei·, and though she had a feeling a&:aimlt ha,
Arletta did n~t resent it iD the least.
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· On the contrary, she arose from the bench she was seated
upon and went to the girl's side.
"What is it, Laughing Fawn?" she asked, in a kindly
voice.
; "Laughing Fawn is sick. She feels that she is going to
die soon. She wants to show the fair paleface girl with the
golden hair something. Will you go with me? Laughing
Fawn speaks with a straight tongue; she does not lie."
"I will go with you."
The proprietor of the hotel sat at the other end of the
building, so the girl at once asked him if the hostler could
get her horse for her.
.
He hastened to see that it was done, and, leaving the
Pawnee maiden standing by her pony, Arietta walked to
Anna and Eloise and said in a low voice:
"I believe Laughing Fawn has gone out of her head. She
acts rather strangely. She wants me to go with her to the
little valley where the gold is buried. I am going, and I
want you two to get your horses and follow us without her
·knowing it. It may be that the girl wants to murder me,
you can't tell, and though I am not afraid of her; I would
Tather have some one near by."
Of course her two compapions would go.
. They were only too glad of the opportunity, for they were
very much interested.
Arietta's horse was soon brought out, and she mounted it
right away.
Laughing Fawn followed her example and promptly rode
off.
·
Arietta waved her hand to her two friends on the stoop
as though she was bidding them good-by, and called out:
"I will be back soon, girls."
This was to throw the Pawnee maiden off the track.
T he Indian maid never once opened her mouth until they
h ad covered a distance of a mile.
T hen she said:
" The bad paleface men were going to kill me if I did
not tell them where the gold was buried. I will tell youI will show you! The'n I will die. I am sick at heart, and
I know I cannot live. Laughing Fawn was not born to live
long!"
As they rounded a bend and took a ravine that led .;o
ithe south, she cast a glimpse over her shoulder and saw two
horses coming on behind.
They were those of Anna and Eloise and the girls were
riding them in accordance with what they had been told.
•\How much further have we got to go, laughing Fawn?"
Arietta asked a couple of minutes later.
"Three, four minutes more and w~ be there," was the
reply.
It was a wild place in that ravine, and the undergrowth
was so think in places that they were forced to bring their
horses to a halt and pick their way through.
But they kept on, and in a very few minutes they came
out into a little valley that was not larger than two hundred
feet square, with a waterfall darting down into a rocky
gulch a hundred feet below.
"Here is where the gold was buried by the old chief," said
the Pawnee maiden, pointing to a clump of rocks right at the
feet of her pony. "Under that big stone there is enough
gold to make the heart of the paleface maiden with the golden
hair glad. It is yours, Arietta. Laughing Fawn gives it to
you."
As she said the last words the girl slipped from the back
of her steed.
She started for the ledge that overhung the seething torrent, and, divining her intention, Arietta hurriedly dismounted.
But she was too late to detain the Pawnee maiden!
"Goodby!" came from the parted lips, as she backed upon
the ledge. "Laugiing Fawn is sick at heart and she must
die. Goodby, Arietta! Goodby, Young Wild West!"
Arietta was almost frozen with horror at that moment and
she stuod motionless.
A cry that was partly a wail of despair and partly a shout
of triumph went up, and then the Pawnee maiden stepped
back and topples from the ledge.
She vanished as quickly as a candle could be snuffed out,
a nd t he roar of the water seemed to lull for a brief instant.
" Oh, Et! Isn't it awful?"
Arietta t urned and found Eloise Gardner within a few
feet of her and Anna in the act of dismounting.
"It is awful!" answered the girl " I never had such an ex-
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perience before. I am sorry-very son-y-that I ever thought
ill of the unhappy creature."
It was while they were thus that a shout was heard, a11:d
looking up, they beheld Young Wild West, Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart riding to the spot.
.
Wild and his two partners had seen Anna and Eloise turn
into the ravine as they were on their way to the camp.
"Oh Wild!" cried Arietta, throwing herself in the arms of
her ha'ndsome young lover. "It is awful!"
.
"What is awful, little one? Tell us all about 1t."
"The Pawnee maiden!"
"What of her?"
"She insisted on me coming here with her, and then she
icommitted suicide right before my eyes."
"What !"
"She backed right over the waterfall and her last words
were a farewell to you."
"I am sorry," said our hero, shrugging his shoulders. "The
poor girl must have lost her head. I thought she ae:ted
strangely when she started for Ridley's Run a short time
ago."
They walked to the brink of the chasm and looked over.
Naught was to be seen but a whirling, swirling mass of
foam many feet below, and they soon turned from it.
"Tell what she gave you, ,Et," said Anna, nodding at the
clump of rocks.
.
.
"Oh, yes. Wild, you know the bad gang was gomg to kill
her if she did not tell them where the gold was they heard
her talking about to her face1n the brook?" .
"Yes."
"Well, she brought me here t_o show me where the ~o~d
was. She says it is under that big stone there, and that 1t 1s
all mine."
"Well, s'pose we roll ther stone over an' see what's under
it?" suggested Charlie.
.
Charlie and Jim got hold of the stone and rolled 1t over.
There was nothing but packed earth to be seen under it.
But they got out their knives and started in at digging,
while the rest looked on.
, ·
In less than a minute Jim dug up a shining nugget.
"It is here!" he criea.
Then both began digging it out.
In fifteen minutes they had ·exhausted the supply in the
hole.
"Thel'e is about five thousand dollars' worth here," said
Wild. "Et, the Pawnee maiden must have ·thought pretty
well of you, after all, or she would not have made you such
a present."
"Don't speak of her, Wild," was the reply. "I feel so sorry
for the unfortunate creature."
"Well, what are you going to do with your legacy?"
"Why, it shall be divided equally between the six of us."
Arietta divided the nuggets herself.
Then they were stored in the saddle-bags of each, and
Charlie and Jim pushed the stone ba ck in its former place.
They lost no time in riding away from the little valley.
As tl\.ey came in sight of the tavern they saw a •crowd of
men gathered in front of it.
Wild's keen eyes caught sight of a rope in the hands of
one of them, and then he noticed a struggling figure in their
midst.
Our hero saw that the man they were about to hang· was
Grizzly George, the man he had wounded in both arms.
"Hold on, boys!" he shouted. "V\That are you doing?"
"We're goin' to finish ther last of ther gang," replied the
leader of the lynchers. "Ther rest went under, all }:Jut two
Injuns what got away on ther horses of two of ou:f fellers
what got killed. Grizzly George has got to die!"
"No, he hasn't. Give him twenty minutes to get out of
town. That is a better way to trea t him."
The wounded rascal was given twenty minutes to leave the
camp, and he was assisted on a horse by our friends and
started off.
Young Wild West's Indian scout showed up a few minutes
later.
He was sad when he heard of the tragic death of his sister,
but had no one to blame.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
AND THE 'SALTED' MINE; OR, THE DOUBLE GAME
F OR A MILLION."
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CURRE NT NEWS .
newspaper correspondent that "If we find guns and
our artillery silences them, and our infantry takes
advantage of the open road, the day's commumques
are good. But there are three chances to fail, of
which ours comes the first."

As a result of the war, there has been a rapid
development of the manufacture of potassium chlorate in Japan. An over-supply of the product has
now affected the market. There are about thirtythree factories, and the total output is placed at
7,000 barrel a months, which will be increased to
10,000 barrels when projected extensions are completed.

Sixty-three persons, who gathered in the chapel at
the Brandon Cemetery, Hillsboro, Tex., recently to
attend the funeral of Mrs. Knuckles, were forced to
spend the night there, being maroonel by the heavy
rainstorm, which necessitated postponing the interment until the next morning. During the funeral
service the rain started and fell in such torrents that
it formed little ditches which ran ino the grave
and completely filled it with mud and water. The
grave was cleared in the morning and the interment
held. It was too late to return home when the rain
stopped, so those gathered for the funeral sent out
and got some coffee and sat up all night so as to
attend the burial the next morning.

An unusually rich discovery of free milling gold
was made recently on the Yakt River, ten miles
east of Troy, Mont., by Frederick Stevens, a timberman, who has gone to Des Moines, Iowa, to .enlist
capital in developing the claim he located before
co~ng out. The discovery was the result of accident, the golo-bearing quartz having been unearthed
while Stevens was digging in the rocks along the
river for fish bait. The ore also carried fair values
in ruby silver.
A coyote attacked the little child of Gottlieb Frisch
the other day on the Dudley Ranch on Old River,
near Fallon, Nev. The children were playing tn
the yard, when a coyote attacked the smaller child,
biting it several times on the head. The older child
rushed into the house and notified the mother, who
came out of the house and was horrified to see the
coyote dragging the child away. The animal persisted in dragging the child, after being kicked several times in the ribs. Tiie coyote was killed and
the head has been sent to the university for examination for rabies.

United States trade with China increased in 1915,
although foreign busine·ss · men throughout the
world suffered a loss of more than $100,000,000 in
their exports to that country last year. China has
for years been in an unsettled condition, yet the
country's foreign trade mounted higher and higher
until the European war, when the trade was crip~
pled. Wherever a railroad has been built in China,
new trade opportunities have sprung up and new
markets.have been created. On the upper Yang-tze
River in western China, a rich inland empire in the
Chungking consular district, having a population of
A pedestal polishing lathe and grinder of new upward of 75,000,000, no adequate transportation
design has special provisions for salvaging the dust facilities exist, and no railway connections whatever.
when working with valuable metals. The complete
outfit consists of a motor mounted on the pedestal
Twelve whales of various sizes, some of them
equipped with fan, dust traps, and universal hoods. weighing several tons each, were caught in shallow
When polishing and grinding are being done the water and carried on to the beach at Pablo, Fla.,
released particles are thrown against the hoods and recently. The appearance of so many of these
shields drawn downward through the vertical suc- aquatic mammals on the sands at one time caused
tion pipes. During its passage, the dust is sepa- general excitement, and the town was practically
rated from the ~ir by means of four dust traps. The deserted by its inhabitants, all of whom were eager
machine is entirely self-contained and requires no to witness the unusual sight. During certain seaelaborate system of pipes for its installation.
sons of the year it is not uncommon for one or two
whales to be cast upon the sands somewhere along
The value of aeroplanea is again illustrated in the the coast, but on a short stretch of beach at one time
Somme drive of the English and French armies. is more or less rare. Motorists and sightseers from
Concurrently with the systematic bombardment of adjacent cities visited Pablo in great numbers. All
enemy entrenchments and establishments, the Allied of the whales were alive when found, says Popular
airmen become more and more active, not only pre- Mechanics. They were claimed by local fishermen,
venting the German airmen from crossing their lines who, with the aid of horses, dragged them well up
but in most instances preventing them from even on the beach, away from the water, and shot them.
leaving the ground. The Teutons resorted to obser- They ranged in length from 12 to 30 feet, and were
vation balloons, but these were soon shot down. A considered a most lucky catch by the men who came
pilot who partook in these operations stated to a into possession of them.
I
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,MR. WALL OF WALL STREET
I

OR

The Man Who Came from the Klondike
By DICK ELLISON
( A SElUAL STORY)
CHAPTER III (Continued).
"Come, come, F1·ed ! What's a detective for? I
got the bill from the Wallabout Bank, if you must
know. It ·was deposited there by the market man."
"Did you :find out Khere this strangely dressed
man lives '? Does the grocer know?"
"He does not, but I found out a fellow who does.
Now, please don't question me any more. I don't
mean to be uncivil, but it is not business for me to
talk this way."
"All right."
"Now you are offended again. Fred, I an1 no
enemy of yours. I'm just a hard-working man in
my own line. I've spent between :fifty and seventyfive dollars on this case, to say nothing of the value
of my own time, and I have refused to take a cent
from Silver. If you feel that you can't work freely
with me, why, we -will cut it out, and I'll go ahead
and do the best I can alone."
This appeal, made in a quiet, gentlemanly way,
was not without effect.
"Come, I'll be good, Mr. Ditchett," said Fred.
"The only thing I've got against you is the way
you followed me up at the start."
"Fred, 1 didn't know you then, and it was necessary to study you. Have I hounded you for the
past two weeks'?"
"No."
"Nor shall I ever agam. for now I know you.
And now, before we drop this unpleasant subject,
let me say just one word more. The tone you
have assumed to me is not 3iltogether due to what
you say. You have been making money lately. I
understand you have cleared as much as a hundred
thousand dollars. Don't let prosperity change you,
my boy."
"It hasn't changed me a bit, Mr. Ditohett, and
it won't either."
"Don't you be too sure. You have been very
fortunate in falling in with a bluff, honest fellow
like Jack Silver. Rough as he is, he is still a man
in a thousand, and you want to be' mighty careful
that you don't get a touch of that most .uncomfortable disease commonly known as the big head."
Fortunately, perhaps, the boat had now reached
her slip at the foot of Broadway, Williamsburg, and
the conversation was brought to a close.
Dick Ditchett led the way to the Grand street/

car-shed on Kent avenue, and ·they rode out as far
as Graham avenue, into wl~ich street they turned
and entered a German costumer's rooms on the second f-lo01· of an old-fashioned frame house.
During their long ride Dick Ditchett rattled away
in lively .style, and Fred had the good sense ti respond. rrhus the two became quite chummy by the
time they reached the costumer's, but not anoihet·
word did the detective say about the case.
"Now, Fred, we are to do a little disgusing,"
Ditchett remarked, as they entered the costumer's.
"We have to come up against some rough fellows,
and they must not suspect who we are."
• And by the aid of the costume1·'s stock, Fred and
the detective completely changed thei1· appearance.
The disguise they assumed was that of the young
toughs of the neighborhood; both donned cheap,
well-worn suits, blue flannel shirts, old shoes, and
battered hats.
When they left the costume1·'s both looked the
con1er loafer to perfection.
"And where now, l\tfr. Ditcheti ?" asked Fred.
"Out in the lois, away out." replied the detecb,·c.
"And by the way, you don't wani to Mr. me any
more. It had better be Dick and Fred between us
till we get through with ihis night's ·w ork."
As no Newtown cal' came along, they started to
walk, and Fred was hunied through a 1·egion entirely unknown to him.
They passed coal yards, lumbe1· yards, brick yards,
etc., and crossing the bridge which he1·e spans a
branch or Newtown Creek, came inio a region or
vacant lots and swamp, where there were ai:lh dwnp~
-a wretched place, wol'Se even than the Van Wyck
avenue country.
"How much furthe1· do we go'?" asked Fred, at
last. ' 1It seems as if we had almost come to the
jumping-off place. I'd rather be dead than live out
here."
"We are almost there." rnplied Dick Diichett. "Do
you see that light ove1: there on the ash dumps?"
"Yes."
"Well, that's where we are bound."
As he spoke, the detective struck off into the lots,
and they pushed on over the ashes, heading for what
appeared to be a bonfire burning in the Jots at some
distance away.
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As they drew nearer, Fred could see two figures
crouching by the fire.
Dick Ditchett gave a peculiar cry, and immediately
two men stood up in the firelight, and the answering
call came.
"They are here, all right," said the detective.
'·Kow, Feed, mind your eye, for these fellows we
are coming up against are toughs of the toughest
kind, and for all I know they mar have a gang
behind them."
"Come, I don't like that very much," said Fred.
"Nor I," replied the detective. "But it has got
to be."
"Oh, I'm not going to funk," said Fred, and they
hurried on over the ashes.
"And what a place to look for 1\lr. Wall!" thought
Fred. !'This is even worse than East New York."

CHAPTER XIV.
'l'HE .HAUNTED HOUSE AT LAUREL 1-J!LL .

"Hello, Dick!"
"Hello, Pete!"
"Dis is my friend, J\1r. Dabne,v. An' say, I thought
you was comin' alone'?"
Dick Ditchett and Fred had come up with the two
men by the fire now.
To call the pair toughs, scarcely exp1·esses it. They
were about the hardest looking citizens Fred had
ever laid eyes on; but then the Williamsburg ashpickers don't wear .dress suits and kid gloves.
"I told you I might bring a friend, Pete," said the
detectiYe. "What's de matter wid me having a partner when you've got one yerselP"
"Say, dat was understood. Jim Dabney's me side
partner, We travel together all de time."
"So de me and me friend, Fred Smith," replied
Ditchett. "He goes or I don't go, dat's all."
"Well, he don't come in even on de divvy den?"
"He don't expect it. I'll take care of him."
"Well, den, all right; if dat's de way it goes."
"Good enough. And now, what do yer know?
Have you found out anyt'ing more'?"
"Not'ing much. De old guy lives where I told yer
fer sure. I seen him go in dere twict since you was
here ye!:lterday."
"And is he alone dere '?"
"Dat's de way I take it. I hung around de place
for an hour, but I couldn't see no one else."
"Is it an easy crib to crack?"
"Well, I should smile! I t' ink " 'e can get in all
right, but it's too early to tackle it now.", .
"Oh, sure; we won't go till later. Lets sit down
and have a smoke."
"They sat down on the ashes, and all but Fred
filled pipes.
"Mr. Dabney" thre,Y some dry. wood on the fire,
which caused it to blaze up brightly.
For two hours or more Fred listened Lo lheir talk,
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joining in occasionally, and doing his best to imitate
Dick Ditchett's manner of speech.
He soon saw that there could be no mistaking the
fact' that a man answering to Mr. Wall's description
had been seen by Pete wandering al.lout the neighborhood.
Pete described his peculiar appearance over and
oYer again, constantly repeating himself, after the
manner of his class.
It appeared that the stranger had taken up his
quarters in an old abandoned farmhouse, ·a nd that he
was believed to have money.
Pete knew all about his changing the hundreddollar bill with the grocer, and he cited other instances where the man had displayed money.
The idea evidently was to break into the house
and do him up:
Fred found out also why Dick Ditchett had taken
up with Pete.
The ashpicker knew where the house was, and
Ditchett didn't.
As for Mr. Dabney, he did not appear to know
much of anything, and he had very little to say.
It appeared also that Dick Ditchett was to do the
killing of the mysterious stranger, as murder was
against Pete's conscience, and Mr. Dabney had met
Pete by accident, learned that he knew where the old
man was, and agreed with him to rob the old fellow.
"You see, Dick, we live here, a11d we don't wanter
get out," Pete said again and again. "I'm re~dy to
lift any old ting in sight, and I don't mind laymg de
old guy out, but when it comes to murder I draw de ,
line. I know my limit, and I don't go no furder for
no man."
"Right,'' said Ditchett. "l\Ie an' me partner will
attend to dat. Just you show us de house."
It was slov\' work listening to all this talk, and
Fred was glad when Pete announced at last that il
was time to make a move,
It was now about eleven o'clock; as Freel h d followed the example of the detectiYe, and concealed
his watch, he could not tell exactly . ·w hat the time
was.
Pete now led the way back to Grand street, and
they separated into pa1rs, Fred and the detective
falling behind as they went on toward Newtown
c1ieek; this in case they should meet a policeman, •
Pete declared.
"Well, Fred, what do you think of my friends?"
·asked Ditchett as soon as they were out of hearing.
"They are a bad lot."
"Sure they are. You have caught on to the situa\
tion now, of course?"
"Oh, yes.'
1
"But not fLllly, perhaps. You see, I found it impossible to locate Mr. Wall's hangout, or even to come
up with the man myself. I never had a case like this.
I keep hearing of others who have seen M1·. Wall, but
.for me to catch sight of him seems to be impossible."
· "Evidently Pete has seen him."
(To be continued.)
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FA CTS WORTH READING
TOBACCO KEEPS HE R ALIVE.
Sarah Ellen Denny, Washington, Ind., has celebr ated her 100th bir t hday anniversary. -Sitting on
the porch at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Dave
Dove, she smoked her old-fashioned clay pipe and
spent the day t elling her friends of her early life.
She h as used t obacco since she was sixteen years
old, and says she believes tobacco is what "kept her
alive."
Mrs. Denny was bom in Tishimingo Ctmnty,
Tenn., but has been a resident of Washington for
many years. She gets about without the aid of a
cane and does not wear glasses. She has travelled
over t welve different Stat es, behind a team of oxen
for the most part.

. GIANT CANADIAN TELESCOPE.
A 72-inch reflecting telescope, which ranks in size
as the largest telesi;ope of that type yet completed,
has been constructed for the Dominion Astronomical
Observatory at Victoria, Canada . The instrument
is described in the Popular Mechanics. The mirror,
which in this type of telescope takes the place of a
lens in concentrating the r ays of light, measures
73 inches in diameter over all, is 12 inches thick at
the edges, and is pierced by a hole 101,,11 inches iI}
diameter. The silvered upper surface is a parabola to bring the reflected light to a focus 30 feet
above the mirror. This enormous piece of glass
weighs. 2¼ tons, and yet is so accurately supported
that no flexure can distort the surface, which must
nowhere deviate from the theoretical curve nwre
than a two-hundred-thousandth of an inch.
The instrument weighs 55 tons and will rest on
massive piers of reinforced concrete. The tube is
31 feet long and weighs 12 tons. Of unusual interest from an engineering point of view are the dome
and observing bridge. The former is 66 feet in
diameter and is provided with a double shutter having an opening 15 feet wide. It weighs 120 tons.
AU the movements, including revolution to any de&ired position.

BOMB S I N PLACE OF RIFLES.
Th e most r adical development of the war has been
the substitution of trench warfare, in which the
rival armies are held fast and practically immobile
in positions which have no flanks, for the free
movement of armies in the open fieid. In the new
trench warfare the most radical developments, so
far as t he infantry is concerned, have been, first,
the elimination of long-range rifle fire, and, secondly (a change which is taking place at the present
time) , the substitution of the modernized ancient
han d grenade for the rifle. It is found that in the
NOT MANY AUTOS IN HAYTI.
storming of positions the infantry are less hampered in their movements and do more effective work
Hayti is not much of a customer foi· automobiles,
with the hand grenade than with the rifle, which in only twenty being r epor ted r ecently around Port au
h and-to-hand fighting in the trenches and dugouts Prince, the capital. Of these, more than half were
is more cumbersome t han the grenade or bomb.
operated as public conveyances. Some idea of the
automobile situat ion in t he turbulent r epublic may
DOG WAITS ALL NIGHT.
be gathered from the following r emar ks on the subStrother Ingler, a young farmer living near Union, ject by Specia l United States Agent Garrard HarPike County, Indiana, took his bird dog to the home ris, contained in a r epor t to the United States Govof his fat her, Arnold Ingler, about two miles away, ernment:
and oh his return home stopped at an old well by the
The bad condition of ma ny of the P ort au Prince
road to draw a bucket of water. The dog went into streets and the roads contiguous to t he city soon
a nearby fiel d.
, shook the vehicles loose in every bolt, with no exA friend who saw Ingler at the well asked Ingler perienced mechanics availa ble for m aking repairs.
to ride home in his buggy, and Ingler stepped from
Fur ther, the chauffeurs were said to be incomthe well curbing into the buggy, but forgot to whistle petent and careless. It is r elated that they would
start on a trip with no knowledge whatever as to
fqr his dog.
A few minutes later the dog returned, and not how much gasoline was on han d. The car would
fihding Ingler looked into the well. His nose fol- run out of fu el at some remot e place perhaps, and
lowed the well rope, and he howled and tried to the driver would leave it vvherc it stalled. The1·e
attract t he at tention of the I ngler family. Ingler's it would r emain for possibly a ,.veek, and mean while
father saw the dog, but paid no attention to his bark- the torrential rains and blazing sun were not helpihg. It rained all that night, but the dog sat beside ing the general condition of t h e vehicle.
the well, and in the morning again barked continuAt present, outside of the tru cks and a utomobiles
ally. The dog did not leave tintil its master came to used by the Marine Corps there are not over four
get it in the afternoon, aft er his father had tele-· motor car s in P ort a u P rince that are running, and
phoned to young Ingler and told him of the dog's one belongs to the American Minister. Gasoline is
behavior.
sixty cents a gallon.
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·DRIVEN OUT WEST
OR

THE BOY TENDERFOOT OF LUCKY STRIKE
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL s·roRY.)
CHAPTER V (Continued).
He stuck o'u t a big paw to grab Harry.
But that was where his mistake came in.
The boy doubled up his fist, and without the
slightest fear of the big bully, gave him a punch
on the no~e that almost knocked him down.
A yell went up from the crowd when the - man
reeled back, and it was a yell of astonishment and
admiration.
The blow ma de the miner furious.
With a face as black as a thundercloud, he reached
for one of the pistols in his belt and roared at the
boy:
"Blast yer, I'll teach yer t er hit me!"
But before he could dr aw, Harry whipped out his
revolver, and with the speed of lightning he covered the man and cried in ringing tones :
"Drop that gun, old man, or I'll plug you!"
The miner· gasped and turned pale when he saw
how quick the boy had got the dr op on him, and his
hand fell to his side:
"I quit!" he roared.
"Up with your hands!"
"Don't shoot!"
And un went his trembling ha nds as high as he
could get them.
More and more amazed at the cool courage of the
young tenderfoot, a tremendous shout escaped the
spectators. ·
They could not understand it, and the sentiment
of every man there was expressed by Dan, when he
yelled at the boy:
"Hooray fer ther young tenderfoot! He is ther
quickest leetle package of dynamite that ever broke
loose in Lucky Strike, an' don't yer fergit it."
As calm and cool as an icicle, Harry surveyed his
man from head to foot, and with a faint, scornful
smile on his face, he asked :
"Why don't you give me the spanking you proniised me?"
"I-I-reckon I've made a mistake, boss," mut"I-I-reckon I've made a mistake, boss," stammered the big. miner, as he kept an uneasy glance
fixed on Harry's shooter.
"Don't you think you had better beg my pardon?"
"Certainly I do. I ax yer parding."
"That sounds pretty good. Now, there's a glass

of lemonade on the bar which was set up for mei
at your suggestion. I think it would be no more
than right for you to do without your whisky and tol
drink that lemonade, don't you?"
The miner was badly frightened, and he hastened'
to say:
_"Yes, boss, I guess so."
"Then down with it!"
With a very poor grace and a very wry face, the
man gulped down the lemonade, Harry's pistol cov-,
ering him all the while, and he watching it out of1
the corner of his eye with a feeling of intense alarm..
When he finally forced the lemonade down his
throat, Harry asked:
·"Do you see the door?"
"Yes, boss."
"Well, I'll give you just one minute to get out of·
here. And if I ever catch up in this barroom again
I'll let daylight through you!"
"What!" joyfully asked the miner. "Kin I go?"
1
"Yes! Go! And step lively, too!"
With a rush the man shot out of the room, and
Dan yelled:
"Hurrah fer ther boy tenderfoot of Lucky Strike!"
A tremendous chorus of yells broke loose from :
the crowd, and in that brief instant Harry found
himself looked upon as the nerviest boy in the West.,

CHAPTER VI.
ROPING THE TENDERFOOT.

On the following morning, when Harry went down
to the dining-room to breakfast, he came face to fare
with James Leland and his daughter Carrie.
"Oh, papa!" cried the girl, her big blue eyes sparkling with real pleasure as she pointed at our hero.
"Here is Harry Nevada!"
·
"vVhy, Carrie, who on earth is Harry Nevada?"
asked the banker, in surprise.
"Don't you remember the brave boy who saved my
life at the fire?"
"Ah, yes," replied the old gentleman, a look of
recognition taking the place of a puzzled expression
on his face, and he held out his hand to the boy and
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cried in hearty tones: "Young man, I am glad to
meet you again. But I must say it is very surprising to find you way out here in Montana. What
brought you to this heaven-forsaken place, anyhow?"
"Business," replied Hany. "Business connected
with the ,Jennie McCariin gold mine, Mr. Leland.
!low arc you, Miss Leland?" and he shook hands
:·ordially with the little beauty.
The banker gave a violent start and darted a keen
glance at the boy.
"The Jennie McCartin!" he echoed. "Why, good
gracious, boy, what have you got to do with that
g-old mine?"
"I am the owner of it."
"Yon-what?" gasped the banker in astonishment.
"I tell you I'm the owner of the Jennie Mccartin,
sir."
The banker turned as pale as death, clutched at
the back of a chair for support, and after mastering his agitation a little, he demanded fiercely:
"Do you mea.n to say you have just stepped in
between me and Bill Boggs and bought the claim so
I could not get it?"
"Bless you, no," laughed Harry. "Bogs never
owned the claim. It was owned by a man named
Charles Dunn, who gave it to me. Dunn was murdered in New York by Boggs, ·who wanted to get
the man's deed to the claim. But I baffled his game
after he "Struck the man down, and Dunn turned the
claim over to me. J've got the deed and transfer
is written on it."
"That can't be possible."
"Why can't it?"
"Because Boggs showed me a deed by which he
is shown as having bought the property from
Gharles Dunn."
"It's a forgery!"
"Good heaven! And I've paid Boggs $5,000 on
account of the pui·chase price to give me an option
on the property."
"Then you've been swindled," >laid Harry. coolly.
"Let me see your deed."
Harry handed him the paper, and he carefully
read it through.
The dates, he saw, antedated the alleged genuine
deed Boggs had been trying to sell him, and he
handed back the paper, and Harry asked him:
"Are you convinced?"
"Yes," replied the old gentleman. "I see plainly
now that I have been made the victim of a sharper.
l came out here with my daughter for the express
purpose of examining- that claim with a view to
buying ii for nearly a million if I found it to be all
that Bogg·s represent€:d it. Now I'll have to return
to New York empty-handed and out of pocket just
~5,300. I'm disgusted."
"Do you think my claim to the mine is a just one,
sir?"
"Any court in the land would award it to you.
But if Dunn has any relations living, they might
contest the matter."

"Dunn told me he had uo relatives."

"Then that settles it. The property is yours."
"I am glad to hear you say that, Mr. Leland," s~id
the boy, frankly, "for it leads up to the very po!nt
I am aiming at. It amounts to this: I would hke
to have you examine the mine and p~etend to Boggs
Lhat you Riill intend to buy it from him. l f you fi1:d
it is all right, and you and I can agree upon a ~air
price, I may sell half of it to you. l have no cap1;tal
to put in expensive machinery to work the clau_n,
and therefore will have to get rid of part of it,
anyhow. ''
An eager look spread over the banker's face.
"Harry Nevada," said he, "you are a trump! I'll
take you at your word. We need not let on to Boggs
that I know about his villainy, and in the end we
can have him arrested for his crooked work."
"Very well, sir. I am going out to the mine myself to-day with a friend of mine named Mustang
Dan. You and I must not be seen together by Boggs
or it will give our plot away."
"I understand" replied the banker, and they
parted and went to separate tables to eat their breakfast.
As they moved away from the door the figure of a
man appeared from behind a wooden screen cl~s~ by
which was used to hide the bar from the dinmgroom.
It was Bill Boggs. and the villain had heard every
.
word they uttered.
There was a fierce look in his eyes as he shook his
clenched fist after their retreating figures and
hissed:·
"So! Ther tenderfoot has give ther hull game
away hey? An' they're a-puttin' up a job on me,
are ·they? Well, go ahead, blast yer, an' ·we'll see
who comes out ahead in this game."
He htirried out of the place with a dark, vindictive
feeling rankling in his heart and an evil design
against his enemies taking form in his brain.
Dan came dovm to breakfast, and joining Harry,
he learned all the details of the plan that was made
to entrap Boggs.
The scout grinned and nodded.
"Well, well!" said he. "That ain't a bad wrinkle."
After breakfast Dan went out and bought a young
mustang for the boy with what remained of his
money.
Then they mounted and set out for the gold claim,
as Dan knew perfectly well where it was situated.
"We foller ther trail runnin' beside· Copper
Creek," said the scout, "an' it will lead us past all
ther placers an' washin's up ter ther Dig- lnjun Fall,
over \\'hich the1· water pours ter form Lhis yere
stream . Ther Jennie McCariin is reckoned ter be
ther mother lode from which all lher place1· g·olrl
co1nes."
Harry had learned that a rnothe1· lode was the
main source of all gold washings and deposits, and
it made him open his eyes with surprise at the prospect of being the owner of such a vast t _reasure.
('f'o be continued.)
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TIMELY TOPICS
New Zealand is starting a campaign 'for the purchase of nothing but "Empire-Made" goods, viz.,
goods made in the British dominions. It has begun
in Auckland and may spread all over New Zealand.
The Auckland Provincial Industrial Association has
appointed a committee to secure the co-operation
of merchants, manufacturers, storekeepers, and
others in a demonstration in fayor of empire-made
products. It is proposed to distribute patriotic
posters emphasizing the need for purchasing only
these products wherever possible.
To reduce the amount of damage sustained by
goods shipped by freight, an American manufacturer has developed a steel container that is at once
light, strong and pilfer-proof. The container consists of five sides and the lid. The sides are made of
three-ply steel, ands~ hinged that the container can
be folded flat when not in use. It is provided with
handles which normally rest in recesses so as not
to interfere with the piling of the boxes. The steel
container is immeasurably stronger than those of
wood, while comparison with fiber boxes is quite
impossible.
Thai the 'Kentucky School for the Blind is in a
position to teach the adult blmd a trade by which
they can earn a living was brought home to Frankfort (Ky.) people when John Grimes a young man
of that city, came home after a two weeks' stay at
the home, able to make brooms, mops and cane
chairs. Nearly four years ago Grimes lost the sight
of one eye vrhile employed in a sawmill in that city.
Last ·winter the other eye became affected and in a
short time Grimes was blind and went to the Kentucky School for the Blind. He has retumed here
able to make a living.
While boating up the Fox River, Wisconsin. a 5%pound black bass jumped into the rowboat of Lloyd
and Ione Thomas, aged ten and twelve, respectively,
· children of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Thomas, and because
of the confusion that followed a serious accident was
narrowly averted. Other fishermen went to the rescue of the children. It has been reported that on at
least six different occasions this summer fish have
jumped into boats on the Fox River. They become
frightened, it is said, when struck by the motorboats, ·which they are unable to see at a distance
because of the dirty water.

J-. W. Huddleston, operating a sawmill on the
James River and Kanawha turnpike, about th1·ee
miles east of Dry Creek, W. Va., struck a piece of

a shell, weighing about three or four pounds, which
,~as in a large oak log and -so smoothly grown ove1·
that it was not noticed. The saw cut into it about
2½ inches and sustained no damage, except requiring a new set of teeth. There were thirty-eight.
growths of wood over it. It was the butt end of an
eight-pounder, with a heavy band of copper around
it. This shell was fired into the tree at the battle
of Dry Creek, August 23, 1863.
An American firm has developed a t.:a 11 , ,;. ,. 0::;pccially intended for the use of airmen. lt is automatic in action, one pull of a flexible cable serving
to wind up the previous exposure, set the shutter.
make the exposure, and register the number of the
photograph. The exposures are made on standard
motion picturn film, and from 1 to 750 pictures can
be taken at one loading of the camera. The lens is
exactly the same as that used by professional operators of motion picture caiperas, having the great
speed of f 2.5 or f 3.5. Altitude photographs can be
taken from a height of 5,000 feet through a lens of 1
2-inch focu s, and in addition the camera can be
equipped with a lens of 4-inch focus to secure photo~
graphs at a height of 10 feet to 15,000 feet above
the ground. -The films exposed in the camera are
subsequently used in a projection lantern, wh1eh
throws them on a screen in any size up to 6 by 8 feet
for any length of time without the least danger
of fire.
The millions of Cossac~s that ser\' e Ru::;sia are
divided into eleven voiskos 01· groups, among- which
the principal ones are those of the Don. Kouban.
Orenberg, Atsarchan, Oussouri. Transbaikalie and
Terek. These groups have a double hierarchy, one
side being civil and the other military. Established
by several czars upon the territories that they occupy, they are always ready to vault into the saddle
for the defense of the country. Their stanitsi or
villages are their ostroghi or citadels of defense.
There are no nobles among Cossacks, the Indianapolis News explains, as it is forbidden to any one to
acquire property apart from the possessions of the
horde. Certain voiskos are practically communistic.
Between the Cossack villages and the Russian peasants the division is complete. Ethnically, the peasants and the Cossacks may be of like origin. The
peasants conscientiously till the soil. The Cossacks
pass their lives on horseback in the service of the
czar, and disdain the labors in the fields. The number of sontnias or squadrons of Cossacks was fixed
in time of peace at 894, with about 100 men in a
f:>quadron, a total of 8.9,400. But this number has
been greatly augmented since the war began.
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Good Current News Articles
The modern bullet will pierce the carcasses of
three horses in succession at 55 yards; of four, at
half the distance. or- kill a man after passing
through the trunk of a thick tree.

.

A Sumerian epic that tells the story of the reconstruction of civilization after the deluge,. has been
discovered on one of the famous Nippur tablets in
the University of Pennsylvania Museum. Announcement of the. discovery and the completion of the
translation of the epic was made recently by Dr.
Stephen H. Langdon, distinguished Sumerian scholar
and assistant curator of the museum. The epic,
according to Dr. Langdon, takes up the history of
civilization after Paradise, the fall of man, and the
flood, and is a sequel to the Sumerian epic which
he translated a year ago. The fragment, which
contains the latest story, is four and one-half inches
long and one inch thick. It contains about 300
lines of inscription. It dates from about 2250 B. C.,
and hence represents a literature older than that of
the Babylonians and the Chaldeans. A search for
other fragments will be instituted at once among
the university's collection. "The boat or ark is
mentioned," Dr. Langdon said, "as well as Lahama,
the god, the deluge."

Grins and Chuckles

Bootblack - Shine! Gentleman - What's the
At the beginning of the war the price of carboJic price? Bootblack-Five cents w'en ye ask, an' ten
acid in Japan was very high, but it has dropped cents w'en ye don't.
nearly 80 per cent. recently. It is said that this
drop was due to a large increase in the supply,
The Installment Collector-Are you' sure your misAmerican imports from July to May amounting to tress isn't in? The New Maid-I hope you don't
about 400,000 pounds.
doubt her word, sir.
"I suppose you were touched when your ,,•ife gave
Probably the largest black bass ever taken by a
you
that $50 easy-chair for your den?" "I was
woman from J,ake Manitou, Indiana, was caught
recently by Mrs. Frank Emerick of Indianapolis touched before she gave it."
when she hooked and landed a large mouth bass
weighing seven and one-quarter pounds.
"What is diplomacy, pa?" "Diplomacy, my son, is
the art of saying things in such a way that nobody
Exports of war munitions from the United States can tell exactly what you mean."
in the fl.scar year ended June 30 amounted to $485,"Sir, I want to carry your daughter. I haven't
146,000 in explosives and firearms. The shipments
any
money or any prospects. Will you give me a
of war accessories totalled $184,541,000 and of war
start?"
"You already have a start of about twenty
supplies $302,502,000, a grand total of $972,189,000,
feet. Now travel!"
according to the Journal of Commerce.
An aeroplane was disabled by pigeons recently
while making a flight in England. It appears that
the machine, an army aeroplane, ran into a large
flock of pigeons. The propeller struck a number of
the birds, with the result that it was badly shattered. The aviator was forced to volplane to earth.

A little boy /was boasting that he worked in a
blacksmith shop. "What do you do there?" he was
asked. "Po you shoe horses?" "No, sir," he an- ·
swered, promptly; "I shoe flies."

"What can be more sad than a man without a
country?" feelingly. asked the high school teacher of
her class. "A country without ,, man," responded a
New lines of Japanese steamships are to be estab- pretty girl just as feelingly.
lished between Japan and South · American ports
He-If you don't intend to break your engagein otder to obviate the necessity of trans-shipping
cargoes either at London or Marseilles. A new ment with me, why do you allow young Richmann, to
servrce employing five new ships of 7,500 tons each make you such valuable presents? She-My father
is to be inaugurated between Japan and Brazil, and advised me to accept them. "He did? Why?" "He
it is probable that another company will also enter said that if I married you, they might come handy
on rent days."
the new field.
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THE HERMIT OF LONE CABIN.
By Col. Ralph Fenton

Away at the base of the beetling crags and cliffs of
• the hoary Sierras stands a lonely cabin, where only
ruin and desolation mark what might have once been
a pleasant, if not a happy home.
Well do I remember the dark, tempestuous night
that a friend and myself passed beneath its roof but
a few years since. While seated before a glowing
fire, for it was late in autumn, he gave me the following veritable history of the place, which is so strange
that I think its interest will warrant me in placing
it before the readers.
'
Notwithstanding that it was miles from any habitation, several .years before a solitary individual'had
appeared in the vicinity, and out of the mAterial that
he procured from the neighboring forest, built this
rude cabin.
He was a stranger to all who met him, and seeming to avoid rather than seek acquaintances, he soon
became known as "The Hermit of Lone Cabin."
Three years passed, and the unknown still lived
in his seclusion, subsisting upon the game that he
readily procured with the aid of his rifle.
One day about this time, as the hermit, contrary
to his usual habit, visited the nearest settlement,
twenty miles below, he was met by a newcomer in
the place, who greeted him with the familiarity of an
old friend.
Appearing surprised, ·he denied ever having seen
the other, and would fain have left him, but the
would-be associate seized him by the collar, exclaiming:
" You can't deceive me, Lord Gray. I knew you
the moment I saw you, though five years have
changed your looks greatly. Don't you remember
Frank Chapman? I am he. Come, old boy, I ·want
to show you to another old friend whom I know you
will be glad to see."
Still the hermit, confused and excited, protested
that his name was not Loren Gray, and that he had
never met the other.
" 'Twon't do, old chap, you can't deceive me by
playing off in that way," was the reply he received.
"I know that you are Loren Gray, and I have a friend
down to the Eagle House who desires to see you on
most important business. Come with me, and if he
don't recognize you, I will stand the drinks for the
crowd," for by this quite a knot of spectators had
collected around the spot, eager to know what was
up.
Yielding ·w ith great reluctance, the hermit was
half dragged by the impetuous stranger down to the
public house, followed by a throng of lookers-on.
"I tell you it's a mistake," repeated the victim;
"my name is not Loren Gray, but-"
By this time they had entered the building, and
the stranger, turning quickly to a young man lying

,.
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on a dry-goods box near at hand, indolently smoking
his pipe, cried:
"Here, Al, I have found him."
Springing to his feet in surprise, the one addressed, who did not seem to be more than twentyone or two years of age, but with a tall, athletic
fo1·m, turned upon the intruders.
As he caught sight of the hermit, he staggered
back like one shot, and pressing his ha,.i.d to his forehead, exclaimed :
"Loren Gray!"
"Yes," cried his friend, triumphantly, "I foun,d
him less than five minutes ago; but he has the audacity to deny his identity."
Unheeding the words, the younger man faced the
amazed hermit, and as his piercing eyes met the
other's, he said, hoarsely, trembling with passion:
"Have you forgotten me, Loren Gray?"
"For mercy's sake, tell me what this means? 1
am not Loren Gray, and neither do I know you."
"Bah! You need not think to escape by your lies.
I have not hunted for you this five years to be baffled
now that I have found you. If you do not remember
me, have you forgotten my sister, whom you betrayed and murdered?"
"I--"
"Not a word, dog! You can off er no atonement
for the wrongs that you have done save in a sacrifice
of your life. But I wish to take no advantage, and
I challenge you to meet me in mortal combat."
·
"No-no!" cried the other. "You are a stranger
to me and I have no quarrel with you. I must decline to fight you."
As the hermit spoke the words, which in the minds
of the rough men around him, marked him a coward,
the room rang with their cries of derision.
The young stranger, too, his face nearly colorless
with rage, uttered a contemptuous cry as he dealt the
man a smart blow upon the cheek.
"There, see if that will -not awaken you. I say that
one of us must die. Take your choice of weapons
and meet me at once. I am impatient to have it
over. I care but little though I fall, if I can know
ere I die that the untimely fate of my poor sister
has been avenged. Come, Norman," addressing his
companion, "you will be my second, while he can
select whom he will. If I fail, you know my request
-don't let him escape. Well, Loren Gray, dare you
meet me like a man, or have you any courage
enough to war upon defenseless women?"
The hermit, fairly writhing under the treatment
he had received, could only look upon him in silence.
The excited crowd began to hoot him, and the confusion was becoming ominous of danger to the
trembling man, when the avenger silenced them with
a move of his hand.
Then drawing a brace of heavy revolvers, he extended them both toward the other.
"Take one," he said, fiercely. "I see you are not
armed, but they are loaded alike, and you have nothing to fear from that score."
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Without a word the be,vildered victim mechan- of him who had nearly become her murderer. Years
before she had met and loved a man by the name of
ically took one of the proffered fl.rearms.
the
led
Arnold, but on the day before that fixed for
duelist
Warren
the
crowd,
the
of
'Mid the applause
their wedding, he had disappeared, and she, nearlr
wa:v to th e door, and out into the open air.
Jostled and pushed b.v the excited spectators, the brokenhearted, was a few days after abducted and
borne away to the mounLain retreat of a band or
hermit ~.Jo-wly l"ollowed.
agents, ihe leader or whom was none other than
road
Once outsid e and the young stranger's second
lover .
false
her
began to meas ure off the ground for the duel.
than ever, she succeeded in
grief-stricken
More
duelists
the
As the preliminaries were arranged,
crazed, instead of returnsomewhat
but,
escaping;
them.
assigned
positions
the
took
The challenger impatiently waited the slow move- ing to her friends, she had sought a life of loneliness.
Her brother Ralph, who had been away at school fol'
n:ients of his foe.
years, learned of her misfortunes and supthree
"I call upon you to witness," said the recluse of
death, and returned to his home to begin a
posed
Lone Cabin, addressing the spectators, "that this is
for the villain who had been the cause of so
search
no quarrel of mine. But, after the treatment I have
suffering.
much
I
say
positively
I
whom
received from this man,
Warren Arnold's hue name was Loren Gray, and
never saw before, I am driven to this. If I fall,
please see that I have proper burial. As a last favor Ralph ever spoke of him by that name, though his
I beg that you will not in any way try to discover sister had never known him by it.
Accompanied by his friend, Norman Arlin, he had
my identity. Will you promise that?"
far and wide for him, but to make at last thal
sought
Receiving the hearty assent of the bystanders, the
fatal error in mistaking the "hermit" for
well-nigh
man sig·nified that he ,ms in readiness for achis foe.
tion.
As his sister had not seen him for eight years, and
I
fire"
three
two
"one
ominous
Then succeeded the
when the young stranger rapid]; dis~harg~d his at a time when there is the m_ost ch~nge in one's ap.
weapon. and with such accuracy that his antagonist pearance, she had not recogmzed him.
then·
to
returned
all
the~·
able,
was
she
When
reeled forward and fell to the earth, without makhomes a happy company.
ing a hostile movement.
Later, Norman Arlin became her husband. and a
as
motionless
remained
slayer
the
Smiling grimly,
new life dawned for he1·.
the spectators rushed to the side of the fallen man.
The Lone Cabin still stands, a memento of the
"Is he dead?"
"Dead as a stone!" exclaimed a tall, weather- past.
o•
••
beaten mountaineer, who was bending oYer the silent
A naval officer says that the clearest water in the
form.
''Then my work is done, and the wrongs m.y poor world is in the harbor of Port-au-Prince. When the
sister suffered are avenged!" said the young stran- sea is calm, the bottom can be seen fourteen fathoms
down. Unfortunately, this very clear water is inp:er, as h e turned to join his companion.
with sharks, and the very worst kind at that.
fested
make
to
began
others
the
of
Meanwhile, some
preparati ons l'or the burial of the unfortunate her- All sailors hate sharks, says the Philadelphia Inquirer, and there never was a sailor who did not
mii.
try to kill a shark when he could. But thai is easier
While a couple were in the act of raising the body planned than done, as shal'lcs are rather cunning.
to be::ir it away, they were surprised to see the long,
"There \\·as one tremendous tiger shark that used
flowing· beard worn by the unknown person fall to
come nosing around," said the naval office1· above
to
a
as
smooth
the ground, and a face as vhite and
''and we thought tha t we'd dose him up. So
quoted,
gaze.
their
to
disclosed
suddenly
maiden's
A glance told them it was false, and that the Her- we loaded a great piec0 of pork with a bottle of
gunl?ow~er, ~nd fa stened an electric ft~se to it, c01~mit of Lone Cabin was a woman.
nectmg it ,,nth th e battcrr on the ship. The bait
d'
h
.
f
t
·t
· ht Of th
11 owmg t e is- I was then hmw ove1· the stern, and his majesty came
I11 th e h eig
e ex_ci emen
covery, the ~trang·er duel~st 1·eached the spot, ~nd as swimming- up'\ 0 iL. As soon as he r eached it, however instead of tm·ninQ· half OYer and causing· it to
he caught sight of the fair countenance, he cn ed:
,
'
. t_e r·!" an d f ~ 11 senseIess.
. my sis
""I Y G_od· 1· ,1·t ii;;
to
as was his - uni al custom. he began
disappear.
reshy,
acted
amt
\\·ay
a
shot
he
Then
it.
at
1 o cut th_e story. short, by the time the speaker sniff
recovered hi~ consciousness after the fearful shock turning no\\" and then t o snwll of thP pork. But he
h_e had receive~, th_e wounded one began to show would noi bite iL Final!~·. some' one suggested experimenting with ihe pol'k " ·ithout the powder botsign s of returnmg life.
It was then found that though the shot had barely tle, and the shark took it without a moment's hesit.ation. We afterward exploded the bottle in a piece
escaped being fatal, it was not likely to prove so.
pork, and it threw the meat in every direction.
of
was
it
and
A long sickness foilowed, however,
would have given the shark a rather
probably
It
known.
was
story
whole
the
months before
Ther Hermit of Lone Cabin was indeed the sister unpleasant sensation.''
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FROM ~4.LL POINTS
THIRSTY BIRDS.
"When J was a boy," said a sailor, "I often used
to wonder, seeing birds thousands of miles out to
sea, what they did for fresh water when they were
thirsty. One day a squall answered the question for
me. It was a hot and glittering day in the tropics
, and in the clear sky overhead a black rain cloud appeared all of a sudden. Then out of an empty space
over a hundred sea birds ca1ne darting from every
direction. The~,r g-ot under the rain cloud and waited
there for about ten minutes, ci:rcling around and
around, and when the rain began to fall they drank
their fill. In the tropics, where the great sea birds
sail thousands of miles away from shore, they get
their drinking water in that way. They smell out
a storm a long· way off, they travel a hundred miles
maybe to g t under it, and they swallow enough raindrops to keep them going."
A DECOY DUCK THAT QUACKS AND SWIMS.
When Amos C. Vaughan of Anadarko, Okla., goes
duck shooting, he takes with him a set of his mechanical decoys and places them in the water in front
of his blind. Before doing so, however, he winds
them up. When a :flork of wild ducks appears his
decoys begin to swim about and quack as if they
were alive. The result is that the inventor goes
hon;e with a full bag, for no wild duck can resist
the mechanical wiles of his decoy.
The decoy is composed of two parts, bottom and
top, ·which can be opened for cleaning and repairing.
A clockwoi-lc mechanism drives the propeller and
also the sound record of the phonograph. As the
mech an ism is set in action the stylus, or needle, as
well ar, the propeller, is operated. A cylinder or disk
is used for the record, says Popnlar Science Monthly.
A controlling~ cam renders the needle inoperative at
certain intervals, so that the calls or cries are
sounded intermittently . Who makes the phonographic record of the quack that leads a duck to its
doom? We are baffled.
CRANBERRY BOGS CHILDLESS .
Persons who boycott cranberries because they
were gathered by child labor needn't worry on that
score this year.
Infantile paralysis quarantines have accomplished
more in one season to bring about the elimination of
child labor on the cranberry bogs of New Jersey than
all the years of agitation against the system by social
workers.
Ordinarily, more than 5,000 pickers are required
to gather the harvest of cranberries, which, in New
Jersey, averages close to 300,000 bushels annually.
Most of this army of pickers was recruited from the
foreign "quarters of the big cities. a large percent-:-

,

age of them being Italians. In 11ast years it has been
a big event among these foreigners to make their annual pilgrimage to the cranberry bogs, children and
all, and there to spend several weeks in the open,
picking berries and packing the family purse. It is
estimated that in the past at least 1,200 children
have helped to gather the cranberry crop. Comparatively few children have worked on the bogs this
year. In some places where the foreigners and their
families evaded the city quarantines and got into .
this State; they were halted by local health officers
upon their arrival at the villages in the bog districts
and promptly sent back home.
Because of the general demand for labor in all of
the industries, the gangs of adult pickers who have
come to the bogs, leaving the women and children
behind, have shown an independent spirit. Most of
them have demanded higher wages than they got last
year or the years previous.

INDIAN HORSEMAN SHIP.
A newspaper correspondent , writing in the Philadelphia Inquirer, having· visited an Arapahoe camp,
gives the following account of an Indian drill, ordered for his amusement:
"Fifty fine looking young men, mounted upon
ponies, drew up befor.e the tents. At a ~i gnal from
the chief they began their evolutions with a loud
yell.
·
"In a moment they disappeared over a neighboring hill. Then there suddenly rose a mighty trampling of horses' feet, and they s wept past again, so
compact that I only sa\,. a ball move of horses and
men.
"Splitting in two, one body swept to the right ai1d
another to the left, and again they disappeared.
Presently they charged each other in solid lines, and
while the spectator waited breathlessly for the shock
of collision, the files skilfully opened to the right and
left. and the lines passed the intervals without touching.
"Now came the moment for displaying individual
horsemanship . Some of the riders approached, each
lying so close to his pony's back that nothing but
the horse could be seen. Others stood erect upon
their a·nimal's backs. Same hung· to the horse by
one foot and one hand, so that their bodies were completely protected by those of the ponies.
"These young warriors threw objects upon the
ground and picked them up at full gallop, and drew
bows and arrows from beneath the horses' necks.
Some of the men exchanged horses while riding.
"Again, a man would fall from his horse, as if
wounded, and two others, riding up beside him,
would take him by an arm and a leg, swing hi.m between their horses and carry him off."
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ARTICLES OF All KINDS .
LICENSED MUSKRAT FARMERS.
How licensed muskrat farmers of Winnebago
County, Wis., and vicinity got 58,435 of these animals during the year ending June 30, and sold the
hides for $25,220.60, is told in the records of the
Conservation Commission.
The business of muskrat raising is a unique one,
and this year is the first recognized under the law
passed by the Government for the licensing of specific premises for this purpose, the taking of the
animals to be reported to the commission.
The farmer doing the largest business, reported
the sale of }2,125 muskrat hides, for a total of
$5,303.60.
SENT WOMAN CIGARS.
Former Federal Judge Jenkins still has an office
in the Federal Building, Milwaukee, Wis., and goes
up there frequently. The other day he carefully
wrapped up a book, intending to send it to a woman
in Maine, but did not address it.
Forgetting that it was not addressed, he laid it
on the table h1 the court messenger's rooms, thinking
that "John," the messenger, would mail it for him.
In the meantime, a ,package of cigars arrived for
Judge Jenkins, and the messenger arrived as well.
He took the box of cigars in to the Judge, whereupon
the Judge, thinking it was the book package, addressed it to Maine and it was sent off.
Later the box of cigars was returned from Maine.
U. S. ARMY AERIAL BOMBS.
According to an announcemen t recently made
by Colonel George Montgomery, gas bombs, incendiary bombs, aerial bombs and hand grenades are
being made_ and experimented on at the Frankfort
Arsenal; Philadelphia, for use of the United States
amy. A new gas bomb containing a combination of
sulful dioxide and several other poisonous gases is
now being tried out in a series of experiments. A
new aerial bomb which has been developed at the
arsenal utilizes a fuse that depends solely on a clockwork arrangement, instead of atmospheric pre;:;sure,
as is usually the case. "This is considered advantageous," states Colonel Montgomery, "because when
the bomb has been .timed for a hejght the rarefied
atmosphere at high altitudes causes a too rapid
burning of the fuse. But with clockwork arrangement the bomb will explode exactly when desired."
TAME WILD ANIMALS.
In Avalon,' Cal., one of the most interesting examples of tame wild animals is to be seen in the
shape of · a sea lion, which must weigh a quarter
of a ton, if not more. This great creature I have
seen on the main street of Avalon, writes the late
Charles Frederick Holder, in St. Nicholas, sur-

rounded by tourists, who were snapping kodaks at
it and viewing the marine giant with open-eyed
wonder.
The sea lion, which the fishermen call Ben, is a
wild animal that is the head of a rookery that has
for years held ground at a point of rocks on the
south end of the island. Every day these sea lions
start out on a fishing trip and follow the island up
the coast; but four or five of the largest, led by Ben,
frequent the bay of Avalon and give daily exhibitions that amaze the many tourists who visit it. To
see a man step down onto a fl.oat and shout "Ben!
Ben!" at the top of his voice, excites laughter and
wonder. But in a few minutes a big head appears,
perhaps fifty feet from shore, then a huge animal,
the size of a cow, comes up to the float and crawls
upon it, or the beast, as the case may be. In summer there are too many people around and Een will
not crawl up into the street, but he will cdme out
on the float or beach and take an albacore from the
man.' s hand-really a remarkable exhibition.
CANAL'S DRY DOCK IN USE.
PANAMA, Sept. 2.-The virtual completion of
the new 1,000-foot dry dock at Balboa, in conjunction with the shops and foundries there, and of the
485,000-ton coaling plant at Cristobal, is an important step in the militarization of the canal and making it an important naval base. The dry dock and
the coaling plant are now in operation, although
further work is necessary to bring them to completion. They have both been used in the last week
for commercial ships passmg through the canal.
The navy cruiser Charleston, which has been stationed at the Atlantic entrance since the last German
crisis, is no,w being overhauled and repaired in the
dock.
The dry dock is 1,000 feet long· by 110 feet wide,
having the same dimern,ions as the chambers of the
locks. It will accommodat"'B the largest ships in the
world, and even at this stage of completion has
handled one vessel drawing thirty-three feet of
water. It has a depth over the blocks of thirty-five
feet at mean tide, or forty-five feet at high tide. It
is an integral part of the terminal shops and foundries. Together they can do practically any sort of
ship repair work.
The new coaling plant at Cristobal, which has an
emergency storage capacity of nearly 500,000 tons,
which may be increased indefinitely in connection
with land storage alongside the plant, has been designed with especial regard to naval uses. Its ability
to deliver 2,000 tons of coal an honl' to a ship wi '.:
make it theoretically possible fo1· a whole fleet to
coal there in twenty-four hours for an extensive
cruise. The plant is of a novel design, made with a
view to just such an emergency.
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THE BUCOLO CIGAR.

The most ~emarkable trlck-clgar In tne
world. It smokes without tobacco, and never
gets smaller. AnyC'ne can have a world ot
tun with ft, eapeclally It you smoke ft In the
presence of a person who dislikes the odor
of tobacco. It looks exactly Uke a flne perfecta, and the amoke 1• so real that ft 11
bound to deceive the closest observer.
·
Price, 12c. ea.ch, postpa14.

H. F. Lang, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
THE LITTLE GEM TELEPHOYE.
The transmitter in
telephone
111
made trom the best
imported parahment;
with
ordinary
u&Et
will last a long time:
this

can be made in any

leni,:th
by
adding
corq; the only real
telephone
tor
thl>
money; each one put up in a neat box; fully

llustrated, with full directions
them. Price, Uc., postpaid.

how

to uae

CACHOO
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We'll sell cheap or give for little
work, rifle, ball, camera. watch
knife, Indian suit, printing press and nu1n-'
ber of others. ,vrite for free c11t11logue an<.t
1>articulars. Address DEN'l'ON CO,, BOX
22'1, HARTSELLE, ALA.

H.F. LanJ?.
f815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y

2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of old

OR

SNEEZING POWDER,

Tbe greatest fun-maker ot
tbem all. A small amount
?f tbis powcler, wben blown
rn a room. will cause
everyone to sneeze without
.
,
. .
_anyone knowing where It
cowes uom. It 1s very light will tl.oat in the
air for some time, and penetrate every nook
and corner of a room. It is perfectly harmless. Cacho_o is put up in bottles, anrl one
b_?ttle contains enough to he used from 10 to
1D times. Price. hy express prepaid, 10 bottles for One Dollar.
No lf>-S~ tl1an JO bottles can be bought.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N.Y.

Wolff Novelty Co., 29 W. 26th St., N. "f,

BOYS:

HAPPY HOOLIG.a..N
JOKER.
With this joker In the
l._ lapel or your coat, you can
make a dead shot every
time. Complet~ with rubber ball and tubing. Price,
15c. by mall, postpaid,

WIDSTLEPHO~'J!:
Thls la one

$

Coln•. Keep ALL money dated before
J89G and •end TEN cent• for New llluatrated Coin Value Book, size 4x7. It may
mc:an your Fortune.
OLARKE COIN
CO .. Box 05, Le Roy, N. Y.

WIZARD REPEATING LIQUID PISTOL
Gu rranteed
will stop the
most . vicions dog- (or
wan) without permanent injury_ Perfectly safe to carrv
\\'ithont danger of
Jeakag-e. Fires and recharg-es by
p_ulling !rigger. Loads from any ]!quid.
No cartridges rcq uired. Over six shots in
or:ie loading. All dealers. or b:v mall. 50c.
Pistol with rubber-covered holster , 55c.
Holster separate. 10c.
1'wney order or
U S. stamps. No ~o!us.

a lens eye-view, which shows
a pretty ballet girl or any other
scene. Hand It to a friend who
will be delighted with the first
picture, tell him to tur1\ the
screw on the side of the instru~
ment. to change the views, when
a streatn of water squirts in his
face, much to his surn!"ise. The
instrument can be re-filled with
water in an instant. and one
filling wlJI suffice for four 01·
flve victims.
·
Price. 30c. ell.ch by mail, postpaid; 4 tor ,1.00.

of the
great.est
mu1fca.l
1 n~
at_ruments ever fnvented. It ts made entirely
of metal and ts almost
1nv1sible when tn use,
With ft, 111 a few moments, yo\l can learn
to play ' all kinds o!
tunes, !1aTe Iots or tun, please and amuse
your trtenda and make some money, too. Fine
tor either song or piano accompaniment or
by 1t!llelr alone. You place the, whtstlephone
In the mouth with halt c!rc)e out, place end
o! tongue to rounded part and blow gentt:v
a.• it to cool the Ups. A tew trials will ena ..
bl one to play any tune or air.
Price 6 cents r ,;ch
mail, post-paid

.
th&t
hU been shown In year•. Place It on a deak,
tablecloth, 01 an)" piece or rumlture, as ahown
In the above cut, near 11ome vatuabte papera..
or on fine wear.'l g apparel. Watch the re•
ault! Oh, Gee! Price, loc: each, postpaid,

H.F. Lang, 1815 Centre St.,B'klyn,N. Y.

C. Behr, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

H.F. Lang,1815 Centre St.,B'klyn,N. Y.

SURPRISE l\lOVL."\'G-PICTURE MACHINE.
It consists of a small nickeled
metal tube, 4% inches long, with

O

by

WE WANT

PARKER, STEARNS & CO,
213 Georgia Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y,

'.l'IDC tNB: BLOT JOKER.
Fool Your Frlen.-.
ty o! the age! Have

-The g.reate!t novel•

a joke which ma.kea

M:~:ybtiK
t~!nu
other novelty

vo·u

TO READ

" Movine Picture Stories"
A Weekly Magazine devoted to Photoplays and Players. Absolutely the finest little publication on the news-stands

PRICE

5 CENTS •A COPY

ISSUED EVERY ·FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DESIGNS
New portraits of actors and actresses every week

THIRTY-TWO PAGES
FINE HALF-TONE FRONTISPIECE
Get a copy of this weekly magazine and see what it is

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS
Six Gripping Stories, based on the latest and best films, each profusely illustrated with fine half tones of scenes in
the plays. ,
Photographs and Biographies of the most celebrated Photopln.y actors and actresses.
Special Articles 1·elating to Movir;g Pictures, written by the gre&.test authorities in the film business.
News Notes from the studios about the doings of everybody of prominence connected with the Photoplays.
Scenario Hints and the names of all the companies who may buy the plays you write.
Poems, Jingles, Jests and every bright feature calculated to interest both young and old.
GET A COPY NOW from your newsdeuler, or send us 5 cents in money or postage stamps, and we will
mail you the latest number issued.

" MOVING PICTURE STORIES," Inc.
168 West 23d Street

New York
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As Hil'am Ridley swung.. around the corner he came into collisio:n with Broker Meade who was

rapidly approaching from the opposite d~rection.. The· impact. was a startling and
unexpected surprise to each. They rebounded like a J>air of ·rubber balls,
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713 T<>un,: Wllrl \\'pst nt "Covote C'nmp" : or, Spoiling a Lynchln11 Bee.
·
·
714 Young Wild West the Lasso King ; or. The Crooked Gani!' ot
"Stratgbt" Ranch.
1111 Young Wtld West's Game ot Chance: or, Snverl by Arletta .
718 Young Wild West and "Cayuse Kitty": or, 'l'he Queen ot th~
Broncho Busters.
711 Young Wild West's Steady Band; or. The Rbot that Made a
ll-lilllon,
718 YOOilg mid West and the Piute Princess: or. The Trail tba1
f.e<l '" the Lost Land.
719 Yoong Wild West's Cowboy Carnival: or. 'l'he Round-up at
Roarlo-_g Raneh.
720 Young Wild West and the Girl In Ore<'11; or. A Lively Time
at Sllver Plume.
721 Young Wild West's Long Range Shot: or, Arletta's Ride tor
Life.
722 Yeung Wild West and the Stranded Show; or, Wakin/!' the
Pralrie Pllgrlms.
,23 Yftng Wlld West's Life at Stake; or, Tlfe Strategy of Arietta.
724 Yowig Wild West's Prntrle Pioneers; or, l•'lgbtlng the Way
t4> tho Golden Loop.
7211 Young Wild West and Nevada Nan ; or, · The Wild Girl of
tllo Sierras.
726 Young Wild West In the Bad Lands; or, Hemmed In by Red-

127 Yo':Lu~k~lld West at Nueeet l'lata ; or, Arietta'• _S treak or
728 You11g Wild West's Grizzly Bunt: or, TIM RlTal Rauser•
of the Rock les.
729 Young Wild West's Buckskin Brigade ; or, Helping the Ca ,·
airy men.
.
730 Young Wild West at ~Jngl c ~lark; or, Showloir Tbem How
to Run tbe Camp.
731 Young Wild West's Duel With Death; or, Arletta to I he
Rescue.
732 Young- Wild West's Cowl.loy Rant.I; or. Tl1e Tune They
Pla.ve<I In Deadwood .
733 Young Wild West's Tn<llan Seout; or, Arletta and the Pawnee
Malden.
,
734 Young Wild West nnd the ··Snlted" ~line; or. 'l'he Douhle Gsme
for a Million.
7311 Young Wlld West's Overland Houte; or, 'l'he 1lnsked 1!1111<1
of Denth Pass.
736 Youn,:- Wild WMt's Trnn C:rlp: or. Settling a Cowboy F'e11ol.
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Fnr sale by all newsdealers. or will be sent to nuy n<!dreRs on receipt or price.

5 ,•eats per <'OPY, in money or r,oi-::taj?"P qfnmp~. by

168 West 23d St.. N. Y.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK~ NUMBERS
;,f our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and fill
in ~ur Order and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you by return mail.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.
FRANK TOUSEY, Publlsher
168 West 23d St., N. Y.

OUR

TEN-CENT

HAND

No 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND
No. 14; HOW TO MAKE OANDY.-A comDBEA.lll BOOK.--Cont11iulng the great oracle plete band-book tor making all kinds of
of human destiny; also the true meaning of candy, lee-cream, syrups, e!fflences, etc., etc.
almost any kind of dreams, together with
~o. 18. HOW TO BEOO.l\1.E BEAUTIFUL.
charms, ceremonies, and curious games of -One ot the brightest and• most valuable
ards
little hooks ever given to the world. Everyc No.'-ll. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The ,great body wlsbes to know how to become beaut!
book of maglo and card tricks, containing tu!, both male and female. The secret ,;
fuLI instruction on all tbe leading car,;l. tricks simple, and almost costless.
of the day, also the most popular magical
No. 29, HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVEUlualona as performed by our leading magi- NINO PARTY.- A complete compendium of
claoa; every boy should obtain a copy or games, sports, card diversions, comlc reel tathis book.
._
tlons, etc., suitable tor parlor or drawing No a. HOW TO FL•RT.-The arts and room entertainment. It contnlns more for
wiles of flirtation are fully explained by this the money than any hook published.
little book. Besides the various' methods of
No. 11, HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The
handkerchief, tan, clove, parasol, window most complete hunting and fishing guide
and bat flirtation, It contains a full list of ever published. It contains full Instructions
the language and sentiment o! flowers.
about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping
and fishing, together wltn description of
No. 4. now TO DANCE I s t h e t itl e o t game and fisb.
this little book. It contains full Instructions
In the art of dancing etiquette In the ball No, ~2. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.room an.d at parties, how to dress, and full Heller s second slgbt explained by his !ordirection.a tor calling off In all popular mer assistant, Fred Huot, .Jr. Exn.Ialolng
•quare dances.
bow the secret dialogues were carried on beNo. 11 _ HO\V TO MAKE LOVE.-A com- tween the magician and the boy on the
st
lete guide to love, courtship and marriage,
age; also giving all the codes and signals.
P
tt t
No. 28. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAl\lS.I
J
d ti
lriv'ine senal bl ea d v ce, rues an e que e O This little book gives the explanation to an
be observed, with many curious and Interest - kinds o! dreams, together with lucky and
Ing thlnes not generally known.
unlucky days.
No, 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
Jlio. 8. HOW TO BECOl\lE AN ATHLETE,
--OLvlng tull lo.structloo for the use of
dumbbells. Indian clubs, parallel bars, borl- GENTLEl\lEN.- Contalnlng full Instructions
•ontal bars and various other metbods of !or writing to gentlemen on aIJ subjects.
•developlne a g.oo<I, bealth Y muse Ie; con t au.
I
211. HOW
BECOME
GYJl(NAST.
- No.
Containing
fullTO
lost
ructions Afor
all kinds
Ing over sixty Illustrations.
i,
• HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Hand- ot gymnast c sports nod athletic exercises.
No. 'J•
Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Pro1omely Illustrated and containing full In- tessor w. Macdonald .
atructlons for tbe management and tralolni::
No. 28,
now TO ROW, SAIL AND
of the canary, mockingbird, bobolink, black- BUILD A BOAT.- Fully Illustrated . Full
bird. paroquet, parrot, etc.
instructions are given In tbls little book, toNo, 9.• HOW TO BECOl\lE A VENTRILO- getber with Instructions on swimming and
QUIST.-Ry Harry Kennedy . Every lntelll- riding, companloo sports to bo.atlng.
11:ent hov reading this book nf ln st ructloos
No. 27, HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK
ran master the art, and create any amount OF RECITATIONS.-Contalnlng the most
of fun for himself and friends . It Is the popular ~elections In use, comprising Dutch
a-reatMt book ever published.
dialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dlaNo 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self- lect pieces, together with many standard
defense made easy. Containing over thirty readings.
lllustratlons of guards, blows, and the differNo. 28. HOW TO TELL }'OR.TUNES,ent poaftlon of a good boxer. Every boy Everyone is desirous of knowing wbat hlo
•hould obtain one ot these useful and lo- future life will bring forth. whethu happl•tructlve books, as It will teach you bow to iless or mlserv, wealth or poverty. You oau
box without an Instructor.
tell by a glance at this little book. Buy_one
No, 11 HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LET- and be con,·lnced.
TERS,-l most complete little book, containNo. 19, HOW TO BECOME AN INVENIng full directions for writing love-letters, TOR,-Everr boy should know bow !ovenand when to use them. giving specimen let- tlons ortglnuted. This book explains tbem
ten for young and old.
nil, giving examples In electricity, hydraulics.
No, It, HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics,
LADIE8.--0lv1ng complete Instructions for etc.
wrltlng letters to ladies on all subjects; also
No, so HOW TO COOK.-Ono of the most
lettera of Introduction, notes and requests.
lnstructlTe books on cooking ever published .
No. 18. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF It contains recipes tor cooking meats. fish.
tr.TIQUETTE.-Tt Is a grent lite seeret, and game, and oyot~rs: also nles. puddings,
nue that ev~ry young mnn desires to know cakes and all kinds of pnstry . and a irrand
ail about. There's happiness In It.
colleetlon of recipes.
~·or sale by nil newsdealers, or wlll he sPnt to nn:v nititrP•R on rerelpt of price, JOc. per <'OPY,

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
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BOOKS

No, 31. HOW TO BECOUE A SPEAJ, .
ER.-Contnlnlng fourteen Illustrations, glvIng the different positions requisite to he corue a good s peaker, reader and elocutionist.
Also containing gems from all tbe popu Jar
authors of prose nod poetry.
No, 82. HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.Cootaloing Instructions for beginners, choke
o! a machine, hints on training, etc. A
complete hook . Full of practical lllustra tlons.
No. 85. HOW TO PLAY OAMES.-A complete and useful little book, containing th•
rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle,
backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
,N 0 86
•
· HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS
- Containing all the leading c onundrums ol
the day, amusing riddles, <'urlous ratchea
and witty sayings.
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN
DOCTOit.-A wonderfu l book, contalntn 11
useful and prac tical Information In the treat .
ment ot ordlnar~· diseases and aUroents com mon to every family. Abounding In useful
and elTectlve recipes !or general complaints.
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POUl .TRY, PIGEONS AND ltABBITS.-A user111
und lnstructl\"e hook. Handsomely mustrnl ·
ed.
·
No. 40.
HOW TO IIIAKE AND SF.T
TRAPS.-lncludlnf blnts on how to cati·h
m o Jes • weas e Is• o t er, ra t s, aqu I rreIs an ..A
hlrds. Also how to cure skin&. Copious I,.
IIIustrated.
·
No. 41. THE novs OF NEW YOBK ENll
lllEN'S ,JOKE HOOK.-Containl,ng a great
variety of tlte latest )oke« used by the most
famous end men. No amateur mln11trels Is
complete without this wonderful little book
No. U. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
STUIIIP 8PEAK.l!lR.-Contalnlng a varied as
t
t t t
h
N
D
sor men o s ump speec es,
egro,
ul.c 1•
and lrlMh. Also end men's Jokes. Just th,.
thing for home amusement and nmateur
sbows.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A lllA<HOIAN .
- Containing the grandest assortment or
magical Illusions eTer placed' before th&
public. Aleo tricks with cards, Incantation•.
etc.
No. 44, HOW TO .WRITE IN AN AL- .
BU.l\1.-A grand collection of Album Verse ..
suitable tor any time and oeeaalon, embrne
Ing Lines ot Love, Aft'ectlon, Sentiment Bu
mor, Respect. and Condolen ce, also Ven~,.
Suitable for Valentines and Weddings.
No. 411. THE BOYS OF NEW V01Ul: 1\ITNSTRElL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-SomP
!bing new anq very lnstrn<'tlve. Every ho_v·
should obtain this book, as It contains full
Instructions for organt..lng an amatPnr min
8trel troupe.
or 3 for 2!1c .. In mon1>:v nT postage stamv•. l,v

168 West 23d St .• ~- Y.

